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ONE COMPANY

in the
television industry
offers a complete
line of solid-state

instrumentation for
video analysis,

simulation, processing
and control.
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with COHU'S new solid-state

VIDEO ENCODER*
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EXCEEDS ALL NTSC AND FCC SPECS

ACCEPTS RGB OR RGBM INPUTS

PROVIDES THREE -LINE OUTPUTS

HAS RGBM-LUMINANCE CORRECTION

IS 1-3/4" HIGH (IN 19 -INCH RACK)

PURCHASE ORDERS MAY BE PLACED DIRECTLY WITH THE COHU
ENGINEERING REPRESENTATIVE IN YOUR AREA-OR
CALL BOB BOULIO IN SAN DIEGO.
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Broadcasters
Feeling the Freeze?
Defrost with Audimax and Volumax! We guarantee
to increase your effective radiated power.

Are your plans for increasing power on ice?
Well, here's a quick way to beat the cold: call
us collect: (203) 327-2000! We'll send you
Audimax and Volumax FREE for 30 days. No
obligation.

Audimax is an automatic level control years
ahead of the ordinary AGC. It automatically
maintains appropriate volume levels and
eliminates distortion, thumping and pumping.

Volumax outmodes conventional peak limit-
ers by controlling peaks automatically with-

out side effects. It's unconditionally guaran-
teed to prevent overmodulation. Volumax
alone has typically provided a 4 to 1 increase
of average program power.

With this winning combination, we guarantee
increasing your maximum program power as
much as 8 to 1. You reach a bigger audience
with a more pleasant sounding program.

Why wait? Defrost with Audimax and Volumax
... the powerful pair from CBS Laboratories.

PROFESSIONAL
PRODUCTS

LABORATORIES
Stamford. Connecticut 06905
A Division of Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.
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ROif
your broadcast quipmeut

against lightniog surges

with WRIONSON

AC LINE SURGE

PRECIORS
Excessive voltage surges caused by light-

ning, transformer arcing and induced transi-
ents are everyday occurances that cause heavy
damage to valuable broadcast equipment.

Now through the use of WILKINSON voltage
sensitive Line Surge Protectors you can pro-
tect your equipment from line surges that may
exceed even twenty times the normal line
voltage.

A WILKINSON pulse compensated Line Surge
Varister, is placed across a line of its rated
voltage. Should a surge or increase of voltage
occur, the resistance of the varister decreases
at log scale as the voltage increases, thus act-
ing as a momentary load or short circuit to the
surge. WILKINSON Line Surge Protectors draw
little or no current and are capacitor compen-
sated for microsecond surges, thus damping
all line disturbances as well as excessive volt-
age increase.

A small investment in WILKINSON Line Surge
Protectors is your assurance that your valu-
able broadcast equipment will not be damaged
due to line surges.

AVAILABLE IN 3 MODELS!

Model S1A-2 220 V. single phase $200.00

Model S1A-3 220/240 V. 3 phase $300.00

Model S1A-4 480 V. 3 phase $389.50

For complete details write to:

11_7_a9Z
ELECTRONICS, INC.
1931 MacDADE BLVD.  WOODLYN, PA. 19094

 TELEPHONE (215) 814-5236 874-5237 
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Dear Editor:
Mr. King makes some very valid

comments, and some rather serious
errors in his letter to the editor in
the February issue. I agree that it
is no longer an absolute necessity
that a First Engineer be on duty at
a directional station due to modern
automated equipment, but I won-
der if a basic point is being over-
looked. The average Third Class
licensee is by no means over en-
dowed in the technical aspects of a
radio operation and he really should
not be expected to know the differ-
ence between a phasor and a ca-
pacitor. His job is to provide some-
thing to transmit. Herein lies the
basic problem.

At a top 40 station, the jock is
pretty heavily taxed to keep up with
the load impressed upon him, what
with program logs, spots and such.
It would require great stress on the
announcer's part to take the direc-
tional readings accurately and still
do his job well. Also, and prob-
ably more important, the announcer
has no idea what he is actually
reading and therefore is prone to
make mistakes and fail to detect
potential trouble in the system.

The question is now raised, how
about autologgers? This is fine and
good, but it fails to interpret read-
ings and to note potential mainte-
nance areas. All it can do is sound
an alarm for a condition that has
gone completely out of tolerance.
Then the announcer must locate the
First Phone man to correct the prob-
lem. This is usually at the expense
of air time and is an aggravation to
all concerned.

I also am in favor of a modified
and stiffened test for the First
Phone license. To eliminate the
"bargain basement beauties" from
the ranks of engineers, I would sug-
gest re -arranging the test so that
more weight is placed on interpre-
tive and practical matters. This
would require the person taking the
test to be able to apply what he
knows and would tend to eliminate

some of the rote memorization that
takes place at present. It also would
help insure that the engineer on
duty is able to cope with the prob-
lems that he will inevitably face
from time to time.

However, I do not feel that the
purely technical and engineering
questions be dropped altogether,
because I feel that the engineer
should be able and qualified to de-
sign the majority of specialized
equipment that he may need (such
as amplifiers, remotes, etc.) to carry
out his job. A revision of the test
to combine the practical and the
technical in a working blend, there-
fore, would be the best way to as-
sure that engineering personnel are
competent.

Thomas Tcimpidis
Chief Engineer
WRLB, Long Branch, N. J.

George Lemmon
Chief Engineer, WLRW
Champaign, Ill.

Dear George:
The following information comes

in response to your letter which
appeared in the March issue of

FAIRCHILD'S
jPRECISION

MAKES 57 OF THE
WORLD'S FINEST
PROFESSIONAL
AUDIO
COMPONENTS

. Fairchild's complete
Series of Attenuators: 10
models with new
Packaging plus Slide Wire
Fader / The Integra I

Series: an automatic
Attenuator, 3
Preamplifiers, 3
Compressors, 3 Program
Equalizers, 4 Dynalizers,
De -Esser / 692 Remote
Card Series: over 12
inputs with extensive
switching capacity /
Integrated Control
Module Series: Input -
Output -Monitor Modules/
7 Audio Control Devices
including the well known
Conax, Limiter and
Reverbertron Systems /
2 Gain Shifter Intercom
Systems / 7 Power
Supply Models / over 24
Accessories. Contact
your Fairchild Distributor
or write FAIRCHILD
RECORDING
CORPORATION
Dept BE -5 10-40 45th
Ave., L.I.C., N.Y. 11101.
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eiVair
SPECIAL EFFECTS SYSTEMS TG 940
FOR USE WITH COLOR OR MONOCHROME VIDEO SWITCHING SYSTEMS

WIPE
MIX

TG -940A
10 Wipes
Key
Wipe Key
Reversible Wipes
Two External

Key Inputs
Self Keying
Spotlight
Additive Mixer

Included
Modulated Wipes
Color Background

Generator
(Optional)

 Choice of 10 or 30 Wipe Patterns
 Keying from external sources, self keying or optional chroma keyer
 Provides wiping of keyed inserts ("Wipe Key")
 Includes Additive Mixing Amplifier
 Spotlight
 Includes modulator for weave effects
 Can wipe or key color signal on either channel into monochrome

background on other channel
 Input Drive either sync or composite video
 Integrated Circuits for maximum reliability
 Four outputs plus separate BNC source -terminated output on front

panel
 Optional positioner, with outputs for tracking camera drives
 Optional Color Background Generator for Color Matting

TG -940B
30 Wipes
Key
Wipe Key
Reversible Wipes
Two External

Key Inputs
Self Keying
Spotlight
Additive Mixer

Included
Modulated Wipes
Pattern Positioner
Insert Positioning
Color Background

Generator
(Optional)
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WARD ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
142 CENTRAL AVE., CLARK, NEW JERSEY 07066 (201) 382-3700
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Broadcast Engineering. Hopefully
it may be of some help.

We have used a crystal controlled
oscillator to drive a 40 watt, 60 cps
power amplifier, running all our sta-
tion clocks, since July, 1961.

This system operates off a trickle
charged 300 AH, 12 volt accumu-
lator to keep the clocks operating
despite all-night power failure. The
system does not vary more than a
second per month.

The "Clock Inverter A-40" was
built at our request by Tele-Radio
Systems Ltd., 1015 Finch Ave. W.,
Downsview, P.O., Toronto, Ontar-
io, Canada, for a cost of less than
$500. We use any good 60 cps
clock, depending on our needs:
Penwood numecrons at control po-
sition, regular dial types in offices
and lobby. We find that some clock
backlash can be a problem, so a
good quality clock is desirable.

Clock adjustment is made by in-
terrupting the clock feed if clocks
are fast, or driving the amplifier off
a vibrator at about twice the line
frequency if they run slow.

Your clocks, however, must all
have nearly the same "coasting
time" for this system to operate

well. Otherwise, some will end up
with a partial correction. We use
manual resetting for our rare cor-
rections.

The system has proven to be
very reliable, trouble free and inex-
pensive, and seems the best for
small station operation since it uses

regular technical talent for opera-
tion and maintenance, avoiding spe-
cial techniques and costly or hard-
to -get equipment.

Yours very truly,
Marcel Chabot
Technical Director, CHAU-TV

"THIS RioriS avii/A/G To )W LivE
fix'aAt 77i COVIAffe ac-/c2;57/WPAIA/M.A'

Tapecaster Obsoletes Competition
with new SUPER -TORQUE hysteresis synchronous motor

New SUPER -TORQUE
motor represents a
significant break-
through in professional
tape cartridge
machine design and
promises far better
performance with
years of trouble -
free operation.

 Twice the weight
 375% higher torque
 Rated continuous

duty
 Heavy solid

construction
 Large bearings
 Estimated 3 -times

longer life
 May be oiled with-

out disassembly

C M
"Don't buy a cartridge
machine with built-in
obsolescence"

Box 662 -12326 Wilkins Ave., Rockville, Md. 20851 Phone: (301) 942-6666

NEW SUPER -TORQUE

Circle Item 6 on Tech Data Card
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FIRST VIDEO SWITCHER TO USE
DIGITAL COMPUTER TECHNIQUES

Vital switching
equipment opens
new vistas in
production at
KPLR-TV
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Give your production people a Vital Industries switcher and make them feel like "Cecil B. De Mille". The
VIX-108 vertical interval switcher is like a computer ... a real money -making production tool. You no
longer have to search and wonder if your video is composite or non -composite, synchronous or not,
equalized re-entry or not, burst on black or not, etc. The VIX-108 thinks for you and minimizes errors
caused by the unfamiliarity of the operator with color electronics.

FEATURES:

 Extensive use of integrated circuits with solid state
cross points for long term stable performance.

 Basic matrix housing 108 crosspoints and associated
logic and output electronics, comes in 51/4" of rack
space and has no coax inter -connections. This means
no delays of signals in any path and no crosstalk.

 Production oriented design with automatic sync and
clamping on all inputs for bounce -free switching of
video with varying luminance levels.

 True composite additive/non-additive mixer with auto-
matic inhibit of non -synchronous dissolves.

 Fade network color to network black burst with auto-
matic inhibit.

GOOD ENGINEERING IS VITAL

 Fade to monochrome, maintain color burst or choose
to drop color burst. Only one reshaped burst and con-
stant level sync during all dissolves.

 Custom built production or routing switching with the
latest state of the art accessories designed as an in-
tegrated system are all furnished by Vital Industries, Inc.

OTHER VITAL PRODUCTS:

 VI -1000 video proc. amp. with automated features.
 VI -750 proc. amp.
 VI -500 stab. amp. with AGC.
 VSE-2000 Special effects generator with novel features.
 Video and pulse distribution equipment.

Selecting the right switcher is Vital

Play it safe... Call N. Donoyan

VITAL INDUSTRIES, INC. 3614 SOUTHWEST ARCHER ROAD
GAINESVILLE. FLORIDA 32601 - PHONE (904) 378-1581

May, 1969
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IN NEWS
FCC Asks For More Anti -Smoking Spots

New York City television stations
WNBC-TV and WNEW-TV, have
been called on by the Federal Com-
munications Commission to provide
"greater effort" in their presentation
of anti -smoking spots during max-
imum viewing periods. WNBC-TV
is owned by the National Broad-
casting Company, Inc.; WNEW is

owned by Metromedia, Inc.
In letters to the licensees, the

Commission asked them to submit
within 60 days, statements of future
policies for presentation of anti-
smoking messages and a report on
implementation of the policies
within four months.

The Commission action was in

The Spotlight Is on

Superior Tape Cartridge Recording
and Playback Equipment

Model 500 C Model 400 A

41111111191111P.1,.._..

Model 500 CR

COMPACT 500 C SERIES-Completely solid state, handsome 500 C equipment features
functional styling and ease of operation, modular design, choice of 1, 2, or 3 automatic elec-
tronic cueing tones, automatic record pre-set, separate record and play heads, A -B monitoring,
biased cue recording, triple zener controlled power supply, transformer output . . . adding
up to pushbutton broadcasting at its finest. Specs and performance equal or exceed NAB
standards. Record -play and playback -only models are available.

RACK -MOUNTED 500 C MODELS-The 500 CR rack models offer the same Model C
design and performance features and are equipped with chassis slides ready to mount in your
rack. Each unit slides out for easy head and capstan cleaning and other routine maintenance.

All 500 C models carry iron -clad full -year guarantees.
ECONOMICAL 400 A SERIES-Now even the smallest stations can enjoy Spotmaster

dependability with the low-cost, all solid state 400 A series, available in compact record -play
and playback -only models. Performance and specifications are second only to the 500 C series.

For complete details about these and other Spotmaster cartridge units (stereo, delayed -
programming and multiple -cartridge models, too), write, wire or call
today. Remember, Broadcast Electronics Is the No. 1 designer/producer
of broadcast quality cartridge tape equipment. . . worldwide!

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, INC.
I - =1

8810 Brookville Road, Silver Spring, Maryland 20910; Area Code 301, 588-4983

response to complaints by John
Banzhaf, III, and ASH, Action on
Smoking and Health, against
WNBC-TV, and a complaint by a
Bronx man against WNEW-TV.
The complaints in both cases al-
leged a failure to comply with the
requirements of the Commission's
cigarette advertising policy (Appli-
cability of the Fairness Doctrine to
Cigarette Advertising, 9 FCC 2d
921 (1967). This policy requires
broadcast licensees presenting cig-
arette commercials to "devote a sig-
nificant amount of time to inform-
ing the listeners of the other side of
the matter . . ." Banzhaf also asked
for revocation of the WNBC-TV
license.

The Commission told NBC that
while a review of the facts indicated
a disparity between the number of
cigarette commercials and anti-
smoking messages, "when your total
performance in the test weeks is
considered, we cannot say that the
disparity is so great . . . as to re-
quire a conclusion that your overall
performance has been deficient."
The Commission noted, however,
that during the sample weeks there
appeared to be "a concentration of
anti -smoking messages outside of
the hours of maximum viewing, in
contrast to cigarette commercials,
which were heavily represented in
these periods." It pointed out that
anti -smoking messages were broad-
cast within the 7:30 to 11:00 p.m.
period on only five of fourteen days
"although a great number of cig-
arette commercials were broadcast
during the period. . . ."

Metromedia was informed that
"if the matter were viewed on the
basis of the entire broadcast day
there would be no basis to the
complaint." During the sample pe-
riod, however, the Commission
pointed out, "although the vast ma-
jority of your cigarette commercials
were broadcast during the hours
which you define as 'prime time,'
comparatively few of your anti-
smoking messages were broadcast
during these hours, and none were
broadcast on 13 of the 30 days."

The Commission said that its
policy took into consideration the
fact that parity between cigarette
commercials and anti -smoking mes-
sages cannot be required during
peak viewing hours and that imple-
mentation required "sensitive bal-
ancing." It emphasized however,

8 BROADCAST ENGINEERING



How doyou make
a one man show

look like
the CBS Report?

Talk to TeleMation
Start with Telectern-4. The self-contained production center that le -s
you prock. ce and dirEc: 'Mille you're lecturing or giving a presentation.
Sounds xetty simp e, doesn't it? Yet, we're talkirg about a profes-
sional sNstem. One ttat serves such diverse teaching reeds as ecu-
cation, sales, indus-.- al raining and military communicaton. e

Telectervim is a moveab e lectern wth a built-in camera, zoom lens
and overt ead mirror assembly. The lecturer easily f.anil ss these fun:,-

tions plus lighting and optional slide p
jection from a conveniently mounted
control panel. Other optional features
are video switchers and superimpos ng
function.  Speaking of pr)fessionalism,
we have the industry's most complate
line of educational television equipment.
TelecternT" might oe your best way to let
acquainted with us.  Let's talk abou- it

See us at ;he Jane NC'73 Convention, Booth 116-123

Circle Item 7 on Tech Data Card
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Tape -Amon looks at
the human factor in
station automation

In the final analysis, all that's required to start a Tape-Athon Model 5000
Automatic Broadcasting System operating is a finger-to push the "ON"
button. But, we realize the user must also get involved prior to start-up and
have, therefore, designed the 5000 with h s (or her) comfort in mind.

Programming usually a complex endeavor, has been reduced to a
menial task of simply setting a switch bank to correspond with the program
format. Reel changiig has been made foolproof by Tape-Athon's exclusive one -
hand reel lock and quick threading system. Timing for daily or weekly opera-
tion is set by merely punching a timer clock, which will start and stop the
system automatically - so now you don't even need the finger any more.

A NEW BROCHURE PROVIDING DETAILS AND SPECIFICATIONS ON THE
5000 IS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST.

Tv- Mum' TAPE ATHON CORP.
502 S. Isis, Inglewood, Calif. 90307 (213) 776-6933

that, without setting mathematical
formulas, and recognizing that the
stations have made substantial ef-
forts to meet their obligations, "we
believe that greater effort is called
for during the period of maximum
viewing."

FCC Socks WNUS
For Rules Violation

The McLendon Corp., licensee
of AM station WNUS at Chicago,
Ill., has been notified by the Com-
mission of its apparent liability for
forfeiture of $5,000 for violations
of the terms of the station's license
and Section 73.87 of the Rules.

Radio station WNUS is a Class
III -A station authorized to operate
on 1390 kHz, with 5 kw, unlimited
time, with separate directional pat-
terns for daytime and nighttime.
The station license specifies aver-
age hours of local sunrise for the
months of October, November, De-
cember, January, February and
March as 6 AM, 6:45 AM, 7:15
AM, 7:15 AM, 6:45 AM, and 6
AM, respectively, Central Standard
Time.

cited in an Official Notice of Vio-
lation for non-compliance with Sec-
tion 73.87 in that the station had
been operated with its daytime di-
rectional pattern commencing at
4:00 AM, CST, instead of the aver-
age hours of local sunrise as speci-
fied in its license. The violation
occurred daily from October 28,
1967 through March 15, 1968.

The licensee in its reply to the
Official Notice conceded that the
violation had occurred but said it
was due to the failure of its former
chief engineer to take the action re-
quired to implement a Commission
Rule amendment.

FCC Grants Waiver
To Journal CATV

The Journal Company of Mil-
waukee, in March, requested waiver
of permissible service requirements
of Section 74.1030 of the Rules in
order to permit CARS microwave
station KZV-46 to relay a special
two-hour program to Wausau, Wis-
consin. The request was granted by
the FCC.

Circle Item 8 on Tech Data Card
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New from Gates...
the Yard II eight channel
all silicon transistorized

audio console.

The Gates Yard II features eight mixing
channels handling twelve input circuits, includ-
ing four microphones, five medium level inputs
and three external lines. Plus, two unwired
utility keys for unsurpassed versatility. Faders
are the reliable open -type step attenuators
that can be easily serviced.

The Yard II's wide range of facilities in a
compact size (38" wide, 8'/2" high) makes it
excellent as a submaster control or production
console in large operations.

And its 100% silicon solid-state design
makes it the most economical, reliable, depend-
able monophonic audio control board you
can own!

Let us tell you more about the Yard II.

Write or call Gates Radio Company, Quincy,
Illinois 62301. Telephone (217) 222-8200

INTE NTT.,

0PC1.4.1. 0.1
SATES
A DIVISION OF HARRIS-INTERTYPE

May, 1969
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The reason for the waiver request
was a debate telecast the latter part
of March between David Obey and
W. John Chilsen, the only qualified
candidates in a special April elec-
tion to select a new Congressman
for Wisconsin's Seventh District.
The Debate was sponsored by the
Political Science Department of the
University of Wisconsin at Stevens
Point. Stevens Point and Wausau
are the two major cities in the
Seventh District.

The Journal Company, licensee
of KZV-46, which operates CATV

systems in Stevens Point and Wau-
sau, believed that the opportunity to
compare the views and positions of
candidates should not be missed by
Wausau residents. The company
said at the time that it believed no
television station would carry the
debate live, but that live coverage
would be carried on the Stevens
Point CATV system, and with grant
of waiver, via KZV-46 to the Wau-
sau CATV system.

Send your news of the industry
directly to: Ron Merrell, Editor,

YOU CAN COUNT ON

Tandberg
SERIES 11

PORTABLE/SOLID STATE
BATTERY OPERATED/TAPE RECORDER

3 Speeds - Full and '/z Track Models

Wherever and whenever there is a critical, on -the -spot tape recording to
deliver, Tandberg quality and reliability make it the professionals first
choice. For many reasons. The name Tandberg and all it implies - plus
"better, clearer, more natural sound" with these features: 3 separate heads;
7" reel capacity (cover off); mixing facilities with separate level controls;
±-0.5% absolute speed tolerance; automatic limiting control; 200 ohm
monitor headphone socket; built-in speaker; accepts ten 1.5 D cell batteries;
weighs 10 lbs.

SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency Response: PA ips - 30.20,
000Hz (±2db 40-16,000Hz); 33/4 ips -
30-43,000Hz (-±-2db 50-9,000Hz); 1'/e ips -
30.7,000Hz (±2db 60-4,500Hz). Signal-to-
noise Ratio: C 71/2 ips 61 db. Wow: 71/2
ips better than .1%; 33/. ips better than
.15%; 1% ips better than .35%. Erase &
Bias Frequency: 85.5KHz --2KHz; below
5% distortion. Transistor Complement:
41 transistors, 8 diodes, 2 zener diodes.

$449.50
for better, clearer, more natural sound

TalidherY of America, Inc.

Also Available "PILOTONE" Model 11.1P
For Professional Sound Film
Synchronization and Audio
Engineering. Rugged, Cli-
matized construction. Syn-
chronizer and power supply

optional.

$699.00

P.O. Box 171, 8 Third Avenue, Pelham, N. Y. 10803
914 PE 8-0772

Broadcast Engineering, 1014 Wyan-
dotte, Kansas City, Mo. 64105.

FCC 1968 Annual
Operations Report
Is Off the Press

The Federal Communications
Commission has recently issued
the 34th Annual Report of facts
and figures on its operations during
fiscal year 1968. The report con-
tains 162 pages and covers over
300 subjects in 11 major categor-
ies. Brief descriptions of all impor-
tant Commission actions during the
fiscal year are included, as well as
a special section describing how the
FCC's system of hearings operates,
a chronological list of highlights, a
wide range of statistics including
broadcast and common carrier fi-
nancial data, and Safety and Special
Radio Services licensing break-
downs.

The following facts are examples
of the Report contents: At the end
of fiscal year 1968 there were more
than 7200 broadcasting stations of
all types on the air in the United
States with revenues of over 4 bil-
lion dollars. There were
2,000 CATV systems serving 2.8
million homes, and the American
people were using over a hundred
million telephones. Almost 2 million
stations were licensed in the two-
way radio services with well over
half a million applications being
processed annually.

Listed in an Appendix to the Re-
port are FCC publications, broad-
cast authorizations since 1949, a
listing of all Commissioners who
have served on the FCC since its
establishment and the addresses of
all field offices, among other things.
Frequently used terms and abbre-
viations first introduced in the 33rd
Annual Report have been revamped
and amplified in this new edition,
and information in the Report has
been updated to include develop-
ments up to the time of printing.

The Annual Report has a new,
larger -paged format for ease in
reading and handling. The Com-
mission does not distribute copies,
but they may be purchased from
the Superintendent of Documents,
Government Printing Office, Wash-
ington, D.C. 20402, for a price of
$1.50.

Circle Item 10 on Tech Data Card
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The annual "Proof" requirement,
not only on FM but on AM and
TV as well, was brought about by
FM itself back in 1946. The su-
perior quality capability of the FM
modulation process, along with its
greater spectrum space and receiver
noise suppression, placed a greater
importance upon the quality of the
audio equipment feeding the trans-
mitter. Of what use the greater qual-
ity capability of the new modula-
tion process if it is not used? Thus,
emerged the introduction of the sys-
tem approach-measurement from
microphone terminals input to trans-
mitter output.

System Approach
Before taking up a Proof, the en-

gineer should consider his own FM
system as it is in use and how he
can apply the "mike input to trans-
mitter output" concept to making
a meaningful Proof. FM stations op-
erate in several different ways, such
as: full-time automated stereo or
monaural; full-time live, stereo or
monaural; or a combination of these
ways. A full-time automated station
should have a small console ar-
ranged so that programming can go
on live should the automation sys-
tem fail.

All FM stations are required to
make a standard monaural Proof.
Should a station also broadcast part
of the time in stereo, then it must
make an additional stereo Proof.

Thus, the pre -arranged method
for operating monaural-even if
only the standby live setup for a
fully automated station-should be
used to run the monaural Proof.
The reason for bringing up this point
is the fact that levels and imped-
ances are important. It is especially
pertinent when one starts strapping
left and right audio channels to-
gether or using half of the stereo
system for monaural. Strapping two
600 ohm inputs in parallel will ef-
fect the match with the driving im-
pedance as well as the signal levels.
Mismatch will cause response prob-
lems at the higher audio frequen-
cies.

PROOF OF
PERFORMANCE

Part 1 of a 3 -part Proof Series

Ey Patrick Finnegan Enginaer, WLBC, Muncie, Ind.
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The stereo system levels, response
and phase are most important. It
is not enough that each channel
measures within specs individually.
The left and right channels should
be as nearly identical as possible.
This identity should hold for all
audio frequencies in the band 50cps
to 15kc. Any deterioration will show
up as poor separation of the chan-
nels.

Matrixing action in the stereo
generator and in the receiver detec-
tor is the reason for the require-
ment of identity of the left and right
audio channels. The matrix in the
stereo generator algebraically sums
the left and right channels (L R)
to modulate the main carrier for
monaural receivers. At the same
time, it provides a difference signal
(L - R) to modulate the subcar-
rier. The stereo receiver matrix re-
stores the left and right channels.
Therefore, if there is a difference
of levels, phase or response of the
audio channels, complete addition or
subtraction cannot take place in the
matrix. The remaining audio signal
component then shows up in the
other channel and reduces the sep-
aration.

Equipment Required

Audio Signal Generator. This
should be one of good quality,
which has low inherent noise and
distortion.

Transmission Measuring Set.
Proof measurements work some-
what in reverse, that is, the modu-
lation percentage is held constant

OSCILLOSCOPE

VERTICAL

1LAU DI 0 STEREO
I N GENERATOR

R

I N 0
HORIZONTAL 19 KC

TRIGGER

4 COMPOSITE

COMPOSITE
OUT

TO

TRANSMITTER

Fig. la Feed composite stereo from the generator to the vertical input of the scope.

while the input level is adjusted to
compensate for the pre -emphasis as
well as system irregularities. Some
accurate means must be provided,
therefore, so the input levels can be
metered accurately. Some audio
generators have built into them and
as an integral part, a meter and cal-
ibrated pads to use for this purpose.
A separate instrument is available
called a "Transmission Measuring
Set" made up of calibrated pads and
metering, so that a straight audio
generator may be used. The engi-
neer may set up his own adjustment
and metering methods. The impor-
tant things to remember when
building up a "home-brew" method
are low noise, distortion and phase,
plus accurate level measurement to
the station input.

Noise and Distortion Analyzer.
This instrument is a must.

Wide Band Oscilloscope. A good
quality oscilloscope makes the job
of setting up the stereo generator
much easier and with more accurate
results, especially in setting up cor-
rect phase.

Stereo Modulation Monitor. All
stations broadcasting in stereo are
now required to have a stereo mod-
ulation monitor in operation, ex-
cept the few who have had the pe-
riod extended. The monitor manu-
facturers have made the majority of
required stereo measurements rela-
tively easy because of the built-in
metering, switching and fixed pads.
These monitors will also supply the
necessary monaural functions. There
is one caution in regard to moni-
tors. Make certain the monitor de-

tector is adjusted for the type of
switching action of the stereo gen-
erator modulator. If the generator
at the station is using square -wave
switching, the monitor must be ad-
justed for square wave and not for
sine wave. The reverse is also true.
Should the monitor not be adjusted
for the type generator switching,
poor separation measurements will
be indicated on the monitor.

FCC Rules

Before starting on a Proof, one
should review the pertinent sections
of the FCC Rules. Parts 73.254,
73.317 and stereo standards are in
73.322.

The FCC has made a recent clar-
ification of the term "annual." The
Rules now read, "Once each calen-
dar year." Also, each Proof cannot
be more than 14 months apart.

Since a Proof must be made with-
in the four month period preceeding
the license renewal application fil-
ing date, it is well to schedule mak-
ing the Proof each year in these
months. At license renewal time,
this requirement will be easily met
without making an additional Proof.

Preliminary Tests

Many measurements must be
made, so it is well to try a few
spot checks first. Response, noise,
distortion and separation checks at
100cps, lkc, 10kc will provide a
good indication of what to expect
and if all appears to be in order.
Problem areas will usually show up
in these spot checks, and correc-
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Fig. lb One cycle of 19 hz pilot. Low level of 400 cps
modulation on left channel only. Modulation appears in
1st and 3rd quadrants of pilot.

tions can be made before attempting
a complete set of measurements
which may have to be done over.
Correct the faults first, then make
the full run.

The most important stereo test to
make first is correct phasing. In-
correct phasing will cause many pe-
culiar readings. Poor phasing will
cause poor separation, but if phas-
ing is 180 degrees out, it will re-
verse the left and right channels.

There are several ways to check
phasing, but two are given here. For

Fig. 2a Adjust the horizontal
sweep for the "butterfly" pat-
tern.

Fig. 2b Inner points in shaded
areas will be on same axis if
phase is correct.

Fig. 2c Phasing incorrect. Note
that points are not on the
same axis.

Fig. 1c One cycle of 19 Hz pilot. 400 cps modulation on right
channel only. Modulation now appears on 2nd and 4th quadrants
of pilot.

180 degree phasing, this is the most
accurate method. Feed composite
stereo from the generator to the
vertical input of the oscilloscope.
Trigger the oscilloscope horizontal
sweep with the 19kc pilot direct.
Adjust the horizontal sweep for a
full cycle of the 19 kc pilot. Now
feed the left audio channel of the
stereo generator a small amount of
400 cps. Do not use too much
modulating level as this will over-
ride the 19 kc display on the oscil-
loscope display.

OUTER DUAL
ENVELOPE 1 S

19 KC PILOT

EXPAND CENTER
PORTION

POINTS ON

SAME AXIS

PHASING CORRECT

P01 NT OFF

AXIS

PHASING

INCORRECT

With phasing correct, the 400 cps
will appear on the 1st and 3rd quad-
rants of the 19kc sine wave display.
Now feed the 400 cps to the right
channel, and the 2nd and 4th quad-
rants of the 19kc sine wave will con-
tain the 400 cps. This test proves
that the audio channels and stereo
generator are not reversed in phase.

The monitor phasing can now be
checked simply two ways: feeding
the left audio channel-the monitor
should read on the left channel and
the tone be heard on the left chan-
nel. Feeding the right channel-all
conditions will appear on the right.

The foregoing test is important,
especially if any of the audio equip-
ment has been removed for service,
the stereo generator itself, and mon-
itor, or if there have been any wir-
ing changes. It is a quick, simple,
and most of all an accurate method.

Smaller amounts of phase shift
can be checked in another way, but
make certain the oscilloscope and
hookup are not introducing any
phasing changes of their own.

Feed an out of phase (L = -R)
400 cps signal to the left and right
audio inputs. Measure the compos-
ite output of stereo generator on the
vertical input of oscilloscope. Ad-
just the horizontal sweep for the
"butterfly" pattern. Now expand the
horizontal sweep to see the cross-
over point better. The two inner
shaded areas will have a point to-
wards each other at the center of
the display. The points should be
on the same axis if the phase is
correct.
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RECTIFIED
CARRIER D.C.

R. F.

INPUT

MEASUREMEASURE
D.C. #1

RMS
A. C.

THEN MEASURE
A.G. #2

AUDIO
SIGNAL

GEN.

Fig. 3a Additional test setup for measuring noise.

If not correct, the points will be
on different axis. Adjust the genera-
tor phasing control until they are
on the same axis. Expand and cen-
ter the display on the oscilloscope
to see if any changes occur in the
pattern. If changes do occur, the
scope is introducing some phase
changes of its own.

Proof Readings
Now that preliminary tests have

been made, test equipment and sta-
tion equipment faults corrected and
phasings made correct, the remain-
der of the Proof is a matter of mak-
ing correct measurements. Do the
monaural Proof first. How you feed
the system monaurally will depend
upon how it normally operates. If
the station operates part time mon-
aural, part time stereo, feed it in
the monaural mode. If operation is
full-time live, both channels can be
fed together at the same time as in
the stereo mode, with the excep-
tion that the pilot and subcarrier
are turned off. Remember to use
correct levels and impedance match-
ing of the inputs. Switch off any
AGC or limiting action. Check the
monitor instruction manual on how
to make the measurements. It is
beyond the scope of this article to
describe the operation of the various
stereo monitors.

Standard Monaural Measure-
ments Required:

Response measurements at
100%, 50%, 25% modulation for
at least these audio frequencies: 50
cps, 100, 400, lkc, 5kc, 7.5kc and
15kc. (lkc is reference.) (Do not
use de -emphasis in the response
measurements).

Distortion measurements at

CARRIER
R. F.

INPUT

3 V DC

THEN MEASURE
AM #4 NOISE

'
2.121 VAC

RMS

NOISE
METER

AUDIO
SIGNAL

GEN.

TO CALIBRATE
NOISE METER #3

WITH A.C.

Fig. 3b Remove the AC and feed the rectified carrier DC voltage
to the noise meter.

100%, 50%, 25% modulation at
the same audio frequencies. At the
50% and 25% modulation values,
no distortion measurements are nec-
essary above 5kc. (use de -empha-
sis in the measuring equipment for
these measurements).

FM noise, and AM noise.
Limits: Response must fit within
the standard pre -emphasis curve as
given in the Rules. Distortion is
3.5% to 100cps, 2.5% 100cps to
7.5kc, 3% 7.5 kc to 15 kc. FM
Noise -60 db, AM Noise -50db.

Additional Test Setup
If the monitor does not have pro-

visions to measure AM Noise, a
simple setup of equipment can ac-
complish it for you. A peak read-
ing detector is needed, which may
be a tube diode or a crystal diode.
Couple the RF output of the trans-
mitter to this rectifier, enough so
that you can get 3 to 5 volts DC
from it. Measure this rectified DC
on a regular workbench type mul-
timeter. Compute 0.707 of the value
of DC voltage you measured. This
gives the RMS AC voltage needed
to calibrate the Noise meter. Use
the audio generator at a frequency
of 60 to 100 cps. Adjust the gen-
erator output to the AC value just
computed, measured on the multi-
meter AC scales. Now feed this AC
calibrating voltage to the noise
meter. Remove the AC and feed the
rectified carrier DC voltage to the
noise meter and measure noise in
the usual manner.

(Example: The rectified RF car-
rier DC voltage measured 3v DC.
The required output of the audio
calibrating voltage is then 2.121 v
AC RMS).

Stereo Proof:
The same measurements required

in the monaural proof are now re-
quired of the left audio channel and
the right channel, each measured
separately and results recorded. The
same limits apply. There is this dif-
ference: the pilot and subcarrier
must be on with pilot modulating
the main carrier 10%. Thus the
audio only modulates the main car-
rier to 90%. The total modulation
will be 100% (90% +10%), 50%
(40%+10%), 25% (15%+
10%). For left channel measure-
ments (according to the monitor in
use) connect the noise and distor-
tion analyzer to the left distortion
output, making sure the de -empha-
sis is switched in. The opposite
holds true for the right channel.

The following are stereo only
measurements:

Separation: Depending upon the
monitor in use, these can be
taken at the same time the re-
sponse and distortion measure-
ments are made and at each of
the modulating frequencies 50cps
to 15kc. Make separation mea-
surements only at 100% modu-
lation and not the 50 or 25%
modulations. Limits: -29.7db
at each frequency. A greater sep-
aration figure is desired.

Cross Talk: Feed in phase audio
+R) at 400 cps to the left

and right audio channels and
modulate 100% (90%+10%
pilot). This causes all modula-
tion to appear on the main chan-
nel and nothing in the sub -carrier
channel. Read the crosstalk (ac-
cording to the monitor) of main
channel into subchannel.
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NEW Model RE10 $90.00, shown on Model 421 desk stand $10.50. Model RE15 $153.00. shown with Model 307 suspension mount $!0.70. NEW Model RE11 $96.00,
shown with Model 311 snap -out stand adapter $3.90. NEW Model RE16 $159.00. shown on Model 421 desk stand $10.50. All prices suggested net.

Freedom of choice!
OProfessional sound has entered a

. new era. It started with the Electro-
Voice Model RE15. And now there are
four E -V dynamic cardioid microphones
that share its distinctive advantages -
with some unique benefits of their own.

Unaffected by Distance ... Angle
Basic to all of these microphones is

Exclusive Electro-Voice Continuously
Variable -D* construction. Now it offers
something you've never heard before
with any microphone: no matter what you
do, microphone response never varies!

Whether performers almost swallow
the microphone, wander far off -mike ...
or even move around to the back...
you'll still get the same smooth response.
Only the level changes.

Once you set equalization it remains
constant. You have full assurance that
tonal balance won't change between the
dress rehearsal and the final perfor-
mance, no matter what the talent does.

Improved Cardioid Pattern
Only acoustics and noise can limit

you. Yet even here these new E -V micro-
phones gain an advantage from the
super-cardioid pattern that provides
better sound control than ordinary car-
dioids. With maximum rejection 150° off
axis, it is easier to eliminate unwanted
sound while maintaining normal stand
or boom microphone positions. There's
also an integral bass -tilt circuit to cut
rumble below 100 Hz. when needed.

Now Select from Four Models
In addition to the original REI5, we've

added the RE16. The same fine micro-
phone with an external "pop" filter to
solve the problems of ultra -close miking.

The new RE10 is the economy version
of the RE15. The same concept and
quality, but for slightly less rigid re-
quirements. And the RE1 1 is the lower
cost twin to the RE16.

These four great cardioid microphones
give you new freedom to head off sound
problems before they start. Your E -V
microphone headquarters has them
waiting. Choose today.
ti S. Patent No. 3,115,207. Trade mark registered.

ELECTRO-VOICE, INC., Dept. 591V
633 Cecil Street, Buchanan, Michigan 49107

high fidelity systems and speakers  tuners, amplifiers, receivers  public address loudspeakers
microphones  phono needles and cartridges  space and defense electronics giewerokz

Circle Item 12 on Tech Data Card A SUBSIDIARY OF GULTON INDUSTRIES, INC.
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Fig. 4 Method of plotting both channels on the same graph.

Next, feed out of phase audio
(L --R) into the left and right
audio channels and again modu-
late to 100% (90% +10% pi-
lot). This causes all the modula-
tion to appear in the subchannel.
Read the crosstalk (according to
monitor) of subchannel into main
channel. Limit: In both cases,
crosstalk should be at least -45
db.

Subcarrier Suppression: Suppression
of the 38kc subcarrier is to be
measured both with and without
modulation.
First, without modulation: remove
all modulation from the transmit-
ter including the 19kc pilot. The
subcarrier (38kc) must be oper-
ating. Now measure the amount
of 38kc subcarrier appearing in
the main channel (as per your
monitor).

Next, with modulation: Modu-
late transmitter 100% (90%
10% pilot (by feeding out of
phase audio signal (L --R) to
left and right audio channels.
The modulating frequencies
should be at 5kc, 7.5kc, 10kc and
15kc. Measure the subcarrier ap-

pearing in the main channel.
Limit: 1% modulation or -40
db.

Final Measurements:
For both the monaural and stereo

Proofs, sketch a block diagram of
the system, showing the audio levels
at major points in the system. Sep-
arately, show what the audio input
level was for 100%, 50% and
25% modulation. This is the level
to the preamplifier input.

Packaging
After all the measurements comes

the paper work! For the response
and distortion measurements on
stereo, one can save paper and time
by plotting both channel results on
the same graph. That is, left and
right channels at 100% plotted to-
gether, etc. This will give a quick
overall view of the system results
also. For the other measurements,
a separate sheet is desired. Show the
equipment arrangement if it is dif-
ferent, and also describe the method
used. When plotting a left and right
channel on the same graph, one
channel should be drawn in a solid
line and the other in a dashed line.

If one is careful to get a good
clear explanation of his methods
down in the first Proof, the whole
Proof can be used as both a guide
and manual the next time around.
It will show all the required mea-
surements, their limits, and the
levels, techniques and hookups.

Each engineer has his own pref-
erence on the forms to use, how to
draw them up, display his graphs
and diagrams. My preference is to
file the monaural Proof first, fol-
lowed by the stereo Proof. In the
stereo Proof, the order is carried
through as in the monaural; that is
response curves followed by distor-
tion plots, etc. The whole Proof
should have each page numbered,
and either the engineer signs and
dates on each page or a front title
page. As a final touch, my prefer-
ence is a manuscript binder bought
at a department store for about 100.
This binds and covers the whole
Proof into a neat package.

One final word on the Proofs.
File them at the station in a readily
accessible place so they can be avail-
able for the FCC inspector when he
makes the station inspection.
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DUAL CHANNEL
PERFORMANCE...

at single channel price
Collins' new 212V-1 Audio Console, with its 8 mixers and
2 metered program channels, increases a station's
capability for high fidelity AM and FM, TV broadcast ng,
and program control.
Though priced at only $2600, the new unit carries Collins'
reputation for quality, design, performance and styling.
Also, the 212V-1 is easily maintained. A hinged front panel
tilts forward, allowing easy visual inspection or remcval
of all components.
Find out how Collins' 212V-1 Audio Console lets you
combine economy with solid-state reliability. Contact a
Collins representative or write Broadcast Communication
Division, Collins Radio Company, Dallas, Texas 75207.

COMMUNICATION /COMPJTATION /CONTROI



NAB
Convention Report

As the nearly 6,000 delegates to
the 47th annual NAB convention
swamped the Shoreham and Shera-
ton Park hotels, there was an air
of expectancy. What would the
NAB opponents say about censor-
ship, about multiple ownership and
about the NAB-NCTA struggle
prompted by FCC proposals.

Senator John 0. Pastore gave
brbadcasters an unexpected boost
when he lashed out against "FCC
harassment" of broadcasters at li-
cense renewal time, calling it a dis-
turbing trend. "If the broadcaster is
doing all that is required of him,"
said Pastore, "he should not have
his license up for grabs."

He termed CBS's decision not to
participate in the NAB prescreen-
ing "unfortunate" but noted that
CBS president Frank Stanton has

assured that the network would in-
tensify its efforts to control violence
and sex on the screen.

Pastore gave the NAB Code a
powerful boost in his address and
reminded that "the Code is a step
away from government regulation
and a step on the way to self regu-
lation."

Cox Attack
Meanwhile, FCC commissioner

Kenneth Cox was telling his audi-
ence at the Shoreham that govern-
ment regulation is and always will
be necessary if the public interest
is to be served.

Cox warned that the FCC would
have to put more emphasis on di-
versity of ownership if the courts
rule against the fairness doctrine.
And he added that while the

FCC Commissioner H. Rex Lee . . . Electronic media's vast potential "largely un-
tapped."

FCC would not evaluate the good
or bad of the network convention
coverage, it would continue to scru-
tinize broadcasters for staged news
and news management.

And in commenting on license
renewals, Cox attacked the stand
taken by Wasilewski. Standing in
the hotbed he has created by en-
couraging local groups and indivi-
duals to challenge existing licenses
at renewal time, Cox said the NAB
president's stand was inviting im-
munity to challenge for broadcast
stations.

Wasilewski Hits
Ownership Limit

Vincent Wasilewski hurled
charges of his own. "There is," he
said, "little factual support for any
across-the-board rule which would
limit ownership of stations to one
type of facility in any given mar-
ket. There is no evidence of wide-
spread abuses to justify such action.
And if abuses occur, they can be
handled on a case -by -case basis."

Wasilewski continued, "We must
be individually responsible in the
operation of our own stations, and
we must be collectively responsible
through the NAB Codes. The power
to set standards and enforce them
rests not with the NAB, but with
you."

Touching on the CATV issue, he
rejected the charge that the NAB
wants to kill CATV. Acknowledg-
ing CATV's "dangerously destruc-
tive potential," Wasilewski said that
CATV can and does provide a val-
uable service to an important seg-
ment of the American people. He
added that some CATV operators
have sought to go into direct and
unfair competition with broadcasters
whose signal they receive free of
charge.
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David H. Polinger, WTFM . . . "FM radio can now and in the future, best be served
within the framework of an all -radio philosophy."

NAB FM Chairman
Pulls Switch on FM

David H. Polinger, WTFM in
New York, told an FM session that
FM radio can now and in the near
future best be served within the
framework of an all -radio philoso-
phy. Polinger is chairman of the
FM committee of the NAB.

Pressing his point, he called for
the dissolution of his committee. As
Polinger put it, FM broadcasters
are radio broadcasters in the fullest
sense of the word. The time is now
for FM stations "to find solutions
to those problems and needs which
they share with all radio while, at
the same time, asserting those tech-
nical differences which make it
unique."

Polinger added that there is no
longer a fundamental difference be-
tween similarly formatted AM and
FM stations. Buoyed by recent FM
home set penetration and rising sta-
tion revenues, he hit the old ques-
tion: isn't FM really AM but with
a better signal?

The other nagging problem is

how to get automobile manufactur-
ers to install AM -FM radios in
every car leaving Detroit. And
meanwhile, at the National Asso-
ciation of FM Broadcasters Con-
vention, the same point had been

made by association president Abe
Veron. He called for passage of all -
channel radio legislation which has
been introduced in both houses of
Congress to close the FM auto gap.

FCC Commissioner Robert T.
Bartley told the NAB that the
strength of FM stations lies in the
fact that they are locally oriented.
He said the FM broadcasters must
conscientiously try to determine the
needs of their communities. This,
he insisted, is not the same thing as
finding out what people want to
hear.

Satellites to Home
10-15 Years Away
Says NASA's Jaffe

Leonard Jaffe, speaking at an en-
gineering luncheon, said that we are
10 to 15 years away from satellites
broadcasting directly to home re-
ceivers. The holdup at this point is
the development of space transmit-
ters that will deliver extremely high
ERP.

The results of space communica-
tions progress would not replace ex-
isting or future commercial TV sta-
tions. Jaffe said they would supple-
ment programming with live weath-
er forecasts, but more important,
they would be of great value in
raising standards in education and
social structures of underdeveloped
countries.

With the exception of the guess
at when this could take place, the
talk was a near repeat of the cover
story by Broadcast Engineering in
November, 1968.

Awards
At the same luncheon, Lew Hath-

away was given the NAB Engineer-
ing Achievement Award. The pre-
sentation was made by George W.
Bartlett, NAB's vice-president for
engineering.

The Distinguished Service Award
went to John E. Fetzer at the open-
ing assembly. A Citation of Recog-
nition was given to long-time radio
personality Arthur Godfrey at the
radio management assembly.

Nixon, Goldwater Address NAB
President Nixon dropped into the

NAB convention, but he had little
to say about any of the current
broadcast issues. Instead, he talked
about his concept of the presidency
and its operation.

But Nixon did briefly refer to his
experiences with the industry. He
called himself, "the world's leading
expert on what TV can do for a
candidate and to a candidate." Talk-
ing from experience, he continued,
"It is a matter of fact and statement
of truth, without question, that this
is one of the most powerful groups
I could address in the nation."

Senator Barry Goldwater, as well
known to many for his years as an
amateur radio operator as a politi-
cian, spent his address time coming
to grips with the war in Vietnam.
He said that anyone who knows
history knows you can't fight a
limited war.

Both sides, he said, must agree to
fight only so hard. "Never in my
life have I heard of a war being
fought like that." Pointing to the
Paris peace talks, Goldwater sug-
gested, "Either we have some talk
about peace or we're going to go
ahead and win this war."
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NAB Sessions

Feature FCC

And Tech Data

Those engineers who missed the
NAB convention this year missed
quite a lot. They missed the crowd,
the safari into the city of exhibits
and the session that often featured
talks on new equipment.

But typical of conventions of this
type, some of the best came at the
last when tired feet and red eyes
prevailed. It was about an hour be-
fore one of the last sessions was to
begin when it was discovered that
some equipment needed for the
demonstration had been stolen from
the exhibit area. After a frantic
search for replacements, the session
on AM Light Line Modulation
Monitors got underway.

Led by Fred Zellner, NAB Aural
Overmodulation Subcommittee
chairman, the session centered on
the research that has been going on
in the development of light indicat-
ing modulation monitors.

Four separate light monitors were
spread across the demonstration ta-
ble. Once fed with a program
source, it soon became obvious that
here were modulation monitors that
could easily be read far beyond the
normal few feet. Collins, for in-
stance, used colored light, so that a
glance at the colors lit would give
a quick reference to the percentage.
Others used a horizontal string of
white lights, ending with a few red
ones to indicate over 100 per cent.

As the audience watched intently
the sequential flashing indicator
lights, it was announced that an on -
the -spot comparison revealed that
the light units were more accurate
than the VU meter on the same line.
It looked a lot like four Thunder-
birds signalling for a right hand
turn.

The FCC/Industry panel was full
of the typical holes in communica-
tions that occur when FCC repre-
sentatives face the industry. Some-
how one always comes away with-
out the answers needed or the satis-
faction expected.

This time one of the major ques-
tions asked was what constitutes re-
mote transmitter operation. The an-

swer was that the transmitter must
be in view of the operator. Ingenious
staffs can find ways to solve this
problem. Mirrors can be used,
transmitters can be viewed on moni-
tors, and they can be located at the
end of long halls so that they are
still in sight.

As pointed out by panel mem-
ber Ross Beville of Broadcast Elec-
tronics (Silver Spring, Md.), the
Rules do not make clear what
should be seen. When transmitters
were being built with look -in front
panels, constant direct viewing made
more sense. But the Rules still do
not state just what must be viewed.

The FCC members of the panel,
Wally Johnson, Harold Kassens and
Lloyd Smith agreed that engineers
need to take more initiative to in-
terpret the rules where they are
not specific and detailed. Otherwise,
they might become too detailed,

creating further restrictions.
But typical of the FCC moves on

panels is to pass the buck or to ice
it. One engineer in the audience hit
the point. He said that the FCC
makes the rules, then inspectors
write up the station when the rules
are not complied with. In other
words, we don't need more rules,
rather, clarification of the existing
rules.

Then when Lloyd Smith was
asked why TV was required to pull
only an original proof of perfor-
mance, he answered by saying that
he was not aware of the history of
this decision. "It may be a case,"
he said, "where we need to take a
serious look at this thing."

Al Chismark, chairman for the
panel, did get a specific answer
when he asked about calibration of
the power output meter. Smith re-
plied that, "Our new rules require

Richard M. Brown, KPOJ and past chairman of the NAB's Radio Code Board (r.),
passes chairmanship to WFLA's John Alexander (I.) and receives committee gift.
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Can your coaxials serve
his needs tomorrow?

Superior's Extended
Spectrum Coaxials give

you room to grow.
Start planning for tomorrow, to-
day. Expand your transmission
capabilities with Superior Con-
tinental's Extended Spectrum
Coaxials.

They give you full coverage
to 300 MHz and beyond. With
no discontinuities. Which means
total frequency utilization, top
to bottom.

So you get threetimes the us-
able frequeicies as with today's
standard coaxials. That's a lot of
growing room to take charge of
the next generation of profit
opportunities. New CATV chan-
nels. Data transmission. Broader

ETV and ITV programming. Traf-
fic and highway control net-
works. More CCTV for industry.

And there's an Extended
Spectrum Coaxial in the right
construction for your require-
ments. With exclusive Aluma-
gard® or Coppergard® cables. In
aerial or direct burial types.

Expand your transmission ca-
pabilities, starting today. Install
Extended Spectrum Coaxials. By
Superior.

For information and prices, write or call:
Superior Continental Corporation

P. 0. Box 489 Hickory, North Carolina 28601
Phone 704/328-2171

SUPERIOR
-4- CONTINENTAL

CORPORATION

Superior Extended Spectrum Coaxials
cover the full range of 300 MHz and

beyond with no discontinuities.
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that the power meter be calibrated
at 80, 100 and 110 per cent."

Smith said that there was an ex-
ception to these rules. Some of the
older transmitters could not crank
up to 110 per cent, so the new rules
do provide for them calibrating at
a power between 100 and 110 per
cent. He added that some kind of
permanent marking should be made
on the face of the meter.

Then came the question of sign
on and sign off. Must the station
use kilohertz and megahertz instead
of the old kilocycles and megacy-
cles? The FCC's Harold Kassens
gave a "no" to this and went on to
say that there is nothing in the rules
that says a station must use a long
sign on or sign off format, includ-
ing a prayer and the national an-
them. Instead, he said, all that is
required is the name of the station
and the location. Of course the FCC
must understand the reason behind
a three to five minute opening and
closing, regardless of minimal re-
quirements.

Other unanswered questions to
the Commission included program
quality on network lines and audio
compression voided by recording
techniques at commercial recording
studios.

Inside Sessions
Charles W. Rhodes of Tektronix,

Inc., told a radio -TV assembly that
the VIT and APL are highly misun-
derstood. Speaking on measuring
color TV distortion, Rhodes said,
"Experience with vertical interval
test signals in evaluating network
transmissions has brought to many
engineers' attention that variations
in average picture level cause varia-
tions in the signal transmission and
cause successive measurements
made on a VITS basis not to be in
agreement to the extent antici-
pated."

He said that some operators have
criticized the VITS technique as un-
reliable mainly because they do not
understand that average picture
level, APL, variations in program
signal are the cause of measurement
uncertainties. "The fact is," he said,
"that VITS only demonstrates that
transmission quality does not vary
during a program."

APL, by Rhodes's definition is
the average value of a picture sig-
nal, integrated over the time inter-
val of a frame.

Howard H. Ham, Jr. of Moseley
Associates, Inc., described a new
method for sending composite FM
stereo signals from a broadcast stu-
dio to the transmitter.

Ham said, "The ever increasing
popularity of aural STL's in the
942-952 MHz band serves to point
out the fact that there are many
advantages in using an aural STL."
The obvious and most often con-
sidered advantage of an STL system,
said Ham, is cost.

"The fact that stereophonic gen-
erating equipment can be located at
the studio site simplifies the con-
siderations of maintenance and ad-
justment," he said. "The dual STL,"
Ham continued, "offers the obvious
advantage of redundancy and has,

in addition, slightly greater versa-
tility in terms of selection and use
of subcarriers.

During the NAB FM day, FCC
Field Engineering Bureau chief
Curtis B. Plummer said that every
station should have a preventative
maintenance program in order to
avoid equipment breakdown.

Noisy gauges, improper gain con-
trol or a sloppily run station are ex-
amples of a station that lacks a
maintenance program.

And Plummer also noted that sta-
tions causing interference to tele-
vision signals create an unfavorable
image in a community. This prob-
lem, he said, should be evaluated
before a station begins operation.

ABC-TV engineers J. Baker and H. Dobrcaski check out console. Sarkes Tarzian's
Jim Moneyhun (at left) explains switching.
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If interference is being experienced,
the FM station should take steps to
rectify it.

Plummer said the station should
know what is needed to solve the
problem and that they should edu-
cate the local servicemen. He added
that he was not advocating that a
station pay for adjustments to the
sets.

Serge Bergen, a consulting engi-
neer from Washington, told a tech-
nical radio assembly that, "tremen-
dous progress has been achieved in
the speed, reliability, and scope of
application for computers."

He said that directional antennas,
the effect of parameter variations,
distance -bearing computations, pre-
dictions of AM contours, and FM
and TV channel assignments are
typical examples of problems solved
by computers. Use of computers
leads to better analysis of technical
problems in broadcasting.

Chairman Hyde
Tells NAB That
Fairness Is Must

Rosel H. Hyde, chairman of the
FCC, told a closing NAB audience
that broadcasters had served the
public well, but he warned that the
times demand extraordinary service.
"There is war abroad," he said,
"and strife at home. We have not
resolved the racial conflicts facing
the nation. Rather, we are told that
we are a year closer to a tragic
division."

Included in this service is the
need for the continuance of the
Fairness Doctrine. Hyde insisted, "If
the license can be used solely for
presentation of the licensee's view-
points, the obvious corollary is to
consider what limitations on owner-
ship would be appropriate if li-
censes had unfettered power to
propagandize."

But throughout his address, Hyde
praised the broadcast industry for
their public service. However, he
warned that the preservation of free-
dom lies in its exercise. Hyde con-
tinued, "There is no public good
in a merely negative insistence that
you be left alone. The public's good
lies in your honest reporting and
the forum you provide for robust

debate on public issues. Your ef-
fectiveness in meeting these public
needs will be your strongest shield
against any impairment of the right
of free speech on radio and televi-
sion."

Hyde concluded by saying that
the most significant contribution
which broadcasters could make to
the public interest in the area of
elections would be to offer reduced
rates to the candidates.

Father Donald F. X. Connolly
gave an NAB invocation to end all

invocations. Part of it went like this:
"Lord, keep our motives clear,

our determination intact, and our
goal to make ABC mean 'Always
Better Content'; to make CBS mean
`Cause Bigger Smiles'; to make NBC
mean 'Never Belittle Challenge';
and to convince the FCC to seek
inspiration rather from Aaron the
overseer than from Moses the law-
maker."

Fr. Connolly is the coordinator
for the National Catholic Office for
Radio and Television.

FCC Chairman Rosel H. Hyde . . .
"In the hours of crisis, such as the recent as-

sasinations of national leaders, you have served the nation with the greatest dis-
tinction."

Crowds of people and mon tors looking . .
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BELDEN...new ideas for moving electrical energy
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BELDEN
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savvy is straight dollars and cents
There are two ways to sell wire and
cable. Item by item without regard for
the collective effect on economy and
operation. And the Belden way: By ex-
ploring the requirements of the entire
electrical system to determine what
package of wire and cable will give the
best overall value for the dollar. We
make every type of wire and cable used
in broadcasting . . . and are continually
introducing new cable and wire innova-
tions. Our Wire Systems Specialists
often can suggest new types of cables
that do a better job . . . or last longer
. . . or give added value. Or provide a

more economical put-up*. What better
dollars and cents reason could there be
to talk to the people who make all kinds
of wire for all kinds of systems? Belden
Corporation, P.O. Box 5070-A, Chicago,
Illinois 60680. Ask for our catalog, and
the reprint article, "Key Questions
and Answers on Specifying Electronic
Cable."

*For example: You can get Belden
cables in a one-piece put-up. No extra
splice due to the usual two-piece put-
up. So: less installation time . . . less
chance for trouble. G 4 8
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Replacing An FM
By. Marvin J. Beasley*

Fig. 1 Fully assembled
Cycloid leaving the
ground.

Fig. 2 Antenna nearing
its final mounting po-
sition.

Fig. 3 Thinwall conduit wore enough to come loose from its
compression fitting.
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4ntenna Part 2 of a 2 -Part Series

f

In Part 1, obtaining a construc-
tion permit and organizing a work
schedule was discussed. Actual con-
struction, post -construction and pa-
per work will be covered in detail
in this part.

If you have your CP from the
Commission by the time the anten-
na arrives, confirm the tentative
schedule made with the antenna
construction firm and the company
contracted to perform the AM an-
tenna resistance measurements.
Check all shipments against the
original orders to insure that all nec-
essary parts are on hand for con-
struction to begin. Don't forget ac-
cessory items such as rigid conduit
for additional wiring, a variac to
control de-icer voltage, isolation
choke, and special transmission
adapters to fit the temporary an-
tenna if used. Hold another "think
session"; more items will probably
have to be added to the list already
compiled.

After the construction schedule
is finalized, advise the programming
department so the listeners can be
informed that improvement will be
made in the near future. And add
an extra day to the contractor's
estimate for: construction time.

Starting Replacement
When the construction crew ar-

rives and is ready to begin working,
instruct the announcer on duty to
"sign off." An appropriate an-
nouncement should be made as to
the reason for leaving the air.

If operation on a temporary an-
tenna has been approved, make
the changeover and resume opera-
tion. Notify the FCC engineer in
charge of the district that construc-
tion is commencing under your CP
number and that AM power is be-
ing measured by the indirect meth-
od. Include any other pertinent in -

'Chief Engineer, WJBC, WBNQ, Bloomington, III.

formation. I would suggest sending
a telegram and requesting a copy
from Western Union for your files.

A member of the engineering
staff will need to be present during
construction. At times, the engineer
will feel like an errand boy, since
many small electrical and mechan-
ical items are purchased locally.
Many construction crews are afraid
to make a decision involving any-
thing out of the ordinary, so a staff
member will have to make the de-
cision for them. The engineer's re-
sponsibility will include preventing
damage to other equipment by the
workmen.

Start de -activating the old an-
tenna. In the case of a Pylon, the
internal harness should be removed
and the slots shorted with heavy
braid. If the Pylon has been in use
for many years, it may be impossi-
ble to remove the harness. If the
harness cannot be removed, care-
ful and thorough grounding must be
accomplished. The center conduc-
tor of the transmission line inside
the antenna should be grounded at
each bay feed point and at the point
where the feed line joined the an-
tenna harness.

The new antenna is sidemounted
on the Pylon with the mounting
brackets encircling the Pylon. The
paint was scraped away to obtain a
good bond between the Pylon and
the new mounting brackets. The
brackets around the Pylon have
shorted out the slots, removing any
possibility of resonance at this
point. Regardless of the type of an-
tenna, make certain that the metal
under the mounting brackets is
cleaned to allow a good electrical
bond between the brackets and the
mounting structure.

Flexible heavy braid for ground-
ing and shorting the old antenna
can be obtained from automotive
supply houses. Do everything pos-
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sible to remove any resonance from
the old antenna. It must appear as
nothing more than a metal support
structure for the new antenna.

Assembly
Most antennas and their associ-

ated harness are fully assembled on
the ground and then raised into po-
sition. Figure 1 shows a fully as-
sembled Cycloid leaving the
ground. Figure 2 shows the antenna
nearing its final mounting position.
The de-icer wiring and conduit is
also installed and checked on the

ground. See that all bays get warm.
If a thermostat is attached, its op-
eration can be checked with the aid
of one of the many "freeze -mist"
solutions available through most
electronic distributors. Of course,
if the weather is below freezing,
checking the thermostat is no prob-
lem.

If possible, the antenna and har-
ness should be pressurized and
checked for leaks before it is lifted
into position. A special warning is
in order concerning the use of con-
duit among the bays of the an-

Fig. 4 Vibration damage.

tenna. Experience has proven that
thinwall conduit is not satisfactory
where heavy vibration is antici-
pated. Instead, flexible plastic cov-
ered waterproof conduit and fittings
should be used.

Conduit Problems
An example of what happens

when a piece of thinwall conduit
wears enough to come loose from
its compression fitting is shown in
Figure 3. The vibration wore the
conduit to the point where the com-
pression nut could no longer hold
it. The loose end cut the de-icer
wires and started swinging in the
wind. The RF would then arc over
to the conduit when it swung over
near the Cyloid ring. Next, the RF
would travel from the conduit into
the heater elements inside the Cy-
cloid. The result-heater elements
destroyed in 4 out of 6 bays, and
several hours of air time lost during
heater replacements.

Figure 3 shows a short length of
flexible conduit that was between
the Cycloid bay heater and its junc-
tion box where the thinwall conduit
connected. The RF burned through
the conduit at this point. Unless the
arcing is to ground on a Cycloid
antenna, the power and SWR meter
on the transmitter will not give any
unusual readings. The only means
of detecting the trouble is by blown
de-icer fuses. If not in use, the only
other sign will be a brilliant blue
flash from the antenna when the
arc occurs. Noise will not occur in
the transmitted signal because the
arcing is not to ground, but from
one part of the antenna to another.

The thinwall conduit was re-
placed with flexible conduit, since
vibration does not seem detrimen-

Fig. 5 Further
damage due to vi-
bration.
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tal to flexible conduit. Regular rigid
conduit can be used for the tower
run. Insist that a weatherproof junc-
tion box be installed at least each
100 feet in the tower run conduit.
The junction box makes initial wir-
ing and installation easier and
troubleshooting at a later date also
is easier.

After the antenna is installed and
ready to connect to the existing
transmission line, an adapter sec-
tion may be required that you do
not have. Take a spare section of
transmission line, cut the required
length, and take it to a radiator or
welding shop for assistance in braz-
ing the required fittings. The ideal
situation is to order the adapter
section when the antenna is ordered.

Another ex ample of vibration
damage is shown in figures 4 and 5.
The burned section of the line was
located at the pivot point of the
Pylon. The Pylon swings in a cir-
cular or figure 8 pattern in high
winds. I surmise that the continual
twisting motion at the joint caused
enough wear to start an arc from
insufficient bullet contact. The ef-
fect of the wear was degenerative.
The more the wear, the more the
arcing, until one end of the bullet
and about two inches of center con-
ductor disintegrated. The replace-
ment antenna to transmission line
adapter was constructed so that the
pivot point of the antenna did not
appear at a transmission line joint.

After Construction
After the construction is com-

pleted, do not sign a release until
the complete installation proves sat-
isfactory. Before testing the an-
tenna, the isolation choke for the
de-icers should be installed and the
AC power applied. Use a variac to
operate the de-icers at lower than
rated voltages. The de-icers will op-
erate when the temperature falls be-
low a given point even without ic-
ing conditions. By lowering the
voltage, extended life can be ob-
tained from the heater elements. I
usually operate the elements at ap-
proximately 80 volts.

The transmitter should be tuned
at low power into the antenna. Then
raise the power to the point where
SWR measurements can be made.
If the SWR is within tolerance,
raise the power to maximum and

RCA BF -14B
FM ANTENNA
DEACTIVATED
AND USED AS

SUPPORT STRUCTURE

I DECO 41 TRIANGULAR
UNIFORM CROSS-SECTION
GLYED AT 140 AND 290 FT.

54'

GATES FMA -6B
_CYCLOI D RING

ANTENNA

350'

GROUNDING STRAP;
INSULATING FM
TRANSMISSION

NE HANGERS
BELOW THIS POINT.

ANDREW TYPE 452
3-118" FM

TRANSMISSION LINE

346'

4'

176'
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Fig. 6 Typical sketch needed for inclusion wRh the application.

377'

404'

keep close watch on the SWR dur-
ing antenna performance testing. If
refinements are necessary, the an-
tenna manufacturer will field tune
the antenna for a nominal fee.

AM resistance measurements will
need to be performed before an ap-
plication for the FM license can be
filed. Two separate interlocking ap-
plications will need filing. One for
resuming direct power measure-
ments on AM and one for the FM
station license. Unless your attor-
ney can speed the processing of the
FM license application there will be
a long delay before program trans-
mission is authorized (normal pro-
cessing line delay). WBNQ did re-

ceive program authorization within
a matter of days. The wording of
the request should be worked out
with your attorney since each ap-
plication and circumstance is dif-
ferent. A sketch of the new antenna
installation must be filed with the
applications. A sample sketch is
shown in figure 6. Don't forget to
notify the District Engineer in
charge when programming is re-
sumed.
The intent of this article has been
to assist other engineers in planning
an antenna change. Plan carefully,
plan ahead, and use your attorney
to get better results easier and
faster.
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Only Sony's got 'ern!

The world's only
22 -inch condenser
tele-mike.

The FET version
of the famous

C-37.

Innovation through imagination. This is the
guideline Sony engineers follow in creating
superior microphones for the professional.
For example, the C -55's cardioid condenser
capsule can be positioned in whatever direc-
tion is desired. With the C-77, Sony has
shrunk the ordinary, cumbersome tele-micro-
phone to an incredible 22 inches, made it a
condenser and achieved fantastic frequency
response plus superb hyperdirectionality at
all frequencies, from 40 to 12 KHz. And now
Sony offers a completely transistorized ver-

The world's first
positionable capsule
for multi -applications.

sion of the brilliant C-37 A in the C-37 FET.
Whichever Sony microphone you choose,
you're sure of technical excellence and per-
formance reiability that has successfully met
the most critical standards in the world. For
complete details and specifications, please
write Mr. Charles Bates, Sony/Superscope,
8150 Vineland Ave., Sun Valley, Calif. 91352.

SONY® SUPERSCOPE,,,

You never heard it so good.
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dramatic outdoor action under
a full range of light conditions

the first color
camera to
effectively meet
field requirements
... without
compromising
studio quality!

I
studio performance...

field convenience

the
advanced color

camera from
Visual

studio productions alive with color realism



Visual's
lode! VP3

color
camera...

makes the
3 -tube concept

better
than ever!



For studio or field use, there's simply never been a
television camera that captures the color, the excitement, the
crisp detail of all the action the way the new Visual VP3 does.
Incorporating all of the performance -proven concepts that
have made three -tube plumbicon* design the accepted
approach to live color pick-up, the VP3 achieves new levels
of quality, sensitivity and simplicity.

Here is the first color camera to assure studio performance
under any conditions in the field. It's the smallest, lightest
general-purpose color camera on the market. It is extremely
simple to set up, and gets you on -the -air faster ...
in the studio or on location.

But it is quality that really sets VP3 apart from anything
else in the industry. The unique contour enhancement
concept produces those live, snappy, brisk colors - without
noise - that makes a solid success of both studio and
field pick-up, even at low -light levels or high -contrast ranges.

Optimum color quality, maximum sensitivity, and extreme
simplicity are the principal features of the new Visual VP3
Color Camera. The latest integrated circuits, solid-state
devices, complete new optics, parallel yokes, EMI
printed -circuit yokes, and temperature -compensated gamma
circuits are incorporated .. producing a camera that
combines ideal broadcast quality with unmatched
long-term reliability.

That's VP3. The advanced color camera from Visual!



model VP3
color camera

...rounding out
Visual's

total -systems
line of

broadcast -oriented
equipment.

Custom Audio and Video
Switching . . . providing
superior performance,
long-term reliability

Visual UHF Transmitters . . .

incorporating solid-state,
integrated -design driver,
and a stable 5 -cavity
klystron.

Systems -integrated Custom Audio and Video
Switching . . . providing superior performance,
long-term reliability at KIRO, Seattle, Washington.

 0   -0 p -o

Ultra-stab'e Visual Color
Sync Generator to eliminate
color-Iocl loss of VTRs.

Visual Video Tape
Recorders, precision
equipment with the latest
state-of-the-art electronics
for performance second
to none.

Information Display Systems
. bringing a new order

of flexibility and economy
to television titling, storage,
and retrieval.

Color Replacement Tubes
from EEV . superior
color -matched 3" image
orthicons, or 41/2" 1.0.s with
matched sets of electro-
static focus vidicons.

Visual Digital TV Program
Control . . . for advanced
performance, optimum
reliability.

. plus state-of-the-art tape
cartridge equipment, video slo-motion

disc recorders, transmitters,
audio consoles, clocks .. . and more.

VISUAL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
356 west 40th street  new york, n.y. 10018  (212) 736-5840
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Direct Current from D.C.
By Howard T. Head

Daytime Obstruction Lighting
Proposed For Tall Towers

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has proposed new criteria for
obstruction marking and lighting of tall towers and other structures.
If the new standards are adopted, daytime high -intensity lighting systems
will be required on towers and other obstructions which are 500 feet or
more in overall height above ground level. In special cases, this light-
ing may also be required for structures less than 500 feet above ground.

The aviation interests have long been concerned about the difficulty en-
countered by pilots in seeing tall radio and television towers and guy
wires during daytime hours, especially during periods of marginal visi-
bility. Various systems were tested a number of years ago, but were not
adopted at that time because they were ineffective.

The high -intensity lighting system now proposed has been tested on the
tower of a television station in Oklahoma City, and it consisted of flash-
ing high -intensity lights operating at various rates. As a result of the

tests, the FAA is proposing lights at a minimum of three levels, flashing
synchronously at 40 flashes per minute. The effective intensity of each
light unit is to be 200,000 candelas, which will be visible in daylight.

The FAA does not have authority under the law to prescribe marking and
lighting requirements for radio and television towers, which are comp-
letely within the jurisdiction of the FCC. In past cases, however, the
Commission has completely followed the lead of the FAA where obstructions
to aviation have been involved.

Directional Antenna
Maintenance Under Study

The Commission's engineers are turning an increasing amount of attention
to maintenance practices followed by radio stations. Particular emphasis
is being placed on standard broadcast stations employing directional an-
tenna systems.

Directional antenna license renewal applications are receiving con-
siderably closer scrutiny than in the past, and FCC field inspectors are
stepping up their inspection schedules at license renewal time to check
field strengths at the licensed monitoring points. Requests for changes

in current ratio and phase angle specifications also are receiving closer
investigation.

More . .
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This program is bringing to light an increasing number of instances where
directional antennas have not been receiving adequate attention from the
station's engineering staff. Instances where serious discrepancies are
noted in phase and current relationships, or in monitoring point field
strengths, skeleton proof of performance and in some instances complete
proofs of performance are being requested to establish the directional an-
tenna pattern. In many cases, pattern readjustments are proving neces-
sary.

The Commission's staff also is placing increasing emphasis on non -direc-
tional proofs of performance so that the non -directional field strength
measurements may be compared with those for directional patterns. In
many instances, variations in field strengths have been traced to both
short-term and long-term changes in soil attenuation which will affect
both types of antenna systems.

The Chief Engineers of stations employing directional antenna systems
should make certain that adequate maintenance is given to the antenna
system, and should institute a program of regular checks to assure that
the system is properly adjusted.

Western Hemisphere
To Adopt NTSC Color

The technical Committee of the Inter -American Association of Broadcasters
(IAB) has unanimously approved the NTSC system of color television broad-
casting for all countries in North and South America. This recommendation
now goes to a meeting of the parent body to be held in Peru this summer.

The Commission has announced an inquiry into possible changes in tele-
vision signal specifications to facilitate the international exchange pro-
grams. Of particular interest is the placement of vertical interval test
signals in the vertical blanking interval. In the U.S. and Canada, lines
18 and 19 are used for VIT signals.

Court Orders Non -duplication Protection
Against Translator Signals

The U.S. Court of Appeals, in a case involving television translators in
Laramie, Wyoming, has reversed a Commission decision in which the Com-
mission declined to order television translators to provide network non -
duplication protection of a local television broadcast station. The net-
work affiliate in Denver has authorized rebroadcasting of non -network pro-
grams, but had held that their network affiliation agreements precluded
similar consent for network programs. The Court held that in the absence
of rebroadcast permission, translators might not carry the prohibited ma-
terial.

Howard T. Head

Washington, D.C.
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MICROWAVE
...dimensions that make Andrew's
antenna systems capability unique

We sell more microwave antennas than anyone.
Two or three times as many. It's this, plus a
unique "degree of completeness" that makes
Andrew the better buy. l's antennas. And
waveguide or coaxial cable. Made to work
together. All the hardware you need. Plus all of
the software necessary to guarantee performance
as specified. It's technical assistance on an
international basis. Help all :he way through the
installation if you need or want it. Anywhere
in the free world. Like to know more?
Communicate with Andrew.

ANDREW
2.69
CONTACT THE NEAREST ANDREW OFFICE OR ANDREW CORPORATION, 10500 W. 153rd STREET, ORLAND PARK, ILLINOIS 60462
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Building an Audio Network
Control Unit

By David H. Schick*

A large number of broadcast sta-
tions are on the United Press Inter-
national (UPI) Audio Network. The
member stations receive news re-
ports and actualities at regularly
scheduled times throughout the day.
In addition, bulletins are sent down
the line whenever they occur. The

*Chief Engineer, WGTO,
Cypress Gardens, Florida.

usual procedure at the local station
is to have a man standing by the
tape recorder to record these trans-
missions on schedule for later use
on the air. In a busy station these
scheduled times arc often difficult
to meet, especially on the weekends
when the operating staff may be at
a minimum.

It was decided at WGTO that
some sort of automated operation
of an unattended recorder would be
desirable. Several methods were
tried with varying degrees of suc-

cess. This article describes a control
unit -recorder combination that has
been in use for nearly a year and
has proven to be both reliable and
simple to operate.

The UPI network has anticipated
automated operation by sending au-
dio tones down the line at the be-
ginning and end of each transmis-
sion. The transmission starts with
45 seconds of 1000 cycle tone and
ends with 45 seconds of 400 cycle
tone. The control unit uses these
tones to automatically turn the tape
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Fig. 1 Amplifier schematic.
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Reliability
backed by a two year unconditional warranty

The Grass Valley Group 940 modular
processing system replaces the entire
timing pedestal with new sync setup
and burst. Functions such as black
and white stretch, AGC and differen-
tial input amplifiers are available as
options.

Basic 940 Processing System (includ-
ing a 940 Proc Amp, a 950 Sync
Generator or a 961 Synac, a 962
Burst Regen installed in a Frame and
Power Supply) $1,810.00

THE GRASS VALLEY
GROUP INC.

Sold exclusively by Gravco Sales, Inc.:
6515 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.
90028, (213) 462-6618 P.O. Box
381, Milford, Mich. 48042, (313)
685-2730  Station Plaza East, Great
Neck, N.Y. 11021, (516) 487-1311

Suite 261, 2626 W. Mockingbird
Lane, Dallas, Texas 75235, (214)
352-2475

P.O. Box 1114, Grass Valley, Calif. 95945  (916) 273-8421
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recorder amplifier on and off and
also to control the recorder motor.
The unit is used in conjunction with
an Ampex 602 that has been modi-
fied in a very simple manner.

System Operation
The tape recorder is first loaded

with tape and the controls set for
operation in the RECORD mode.
This includes having the tape trans-

port engaged in the forward -re-
cord position, the Line Input set at
the proper record level, and the AC
switch in the ON position. The sys-
tem is now in standby position with
no AC line voltage supplied to the
recorder. When the 1000 cycle
START tone is received by the con-
trol unit, AC line voltage is sup-
plied to the recorder, and its ampli-
fier warms up to the proper operat-
ing level within 15 seconds.

V3A
1000 cps

START

V3B
400 cps

STOP

K2

4

C3

MANUAL
ON

7

K3

115V
AC

2

3

MANUAL
OFF

I1

115V AC
SUPPLY

cre.f.
or'',

BY PASS

NOTE: RELAYS K1 & K2 IN NO -SIGNAL (ENERGIZED) POSITION.
RELAY RELAY K3 IN UNLATCHED POSITION

K3 - ENCLOSED TYPE RELAY 115V. AC CI COI L-DPDT
CONTACTS ALLIED DN110-2C-115A STK NO.41E4670

115V AC
CONTROLLED
TO AMPEX 602

Fig. 2 Relay control schematic.

The tape transport motor will re-
main off and thus the tape will not
move as long as the control unit is
receiving the 1000 cycle tone, be-
cause the unit also controls the AC
voltage to the motor. At the end
of 45 seconds the unit will turn on
the motor, and the recorder will be-
gin normal recording.

When the transmission has been
completed, the 400 cycle STOP
tone will be received from the line.
At the beginning of this tone, the
control unit will turn off the AC
line voltage to the recorder and
motor, leaving it again in a standby
position. Push buttons are provided
to manually turn the recorder AC
on and off. A bypass switch is also
provided to shunt across the control
unit in case of a malfunction or
when it is desired to rewind a tape
while a 400 cycle STOP tone is
being received. The control unit op-
eration is explained in three parts;
the tube amplifier section, the re-
lay section, and the motor control
section.

Amplifier Section
The tube amplifier schematic is

illustrated in Figure 1. A tone is
received from the network tele-
phone line at a level of -8 db, fed
through the bridging resistors, and
coupled through the input transfor-
mer to the control grids of triodes
VIA and V1B. Both triodes ampli-
fy the tone and feed a signal to the
inputs of filters Fl and F2, highly
selective interstage audio filters.
They are sharply peaked to one
frequency, having approximately 2
db attenuation at plus or minus 3
per cent from center frequency and
attenuation of 40 db per octave. The
types used are the UTC-BMI-1000
and BMI-400. These same types
should be used or an exact equiva-
lent, as they are the most important
single parts in this unit. Filter Fl
(BMI-1000) will pass the 1000
cycle tone to sensitivity control R1
and to the control grid of triode
V2A.

After being amplified further by
V2A, the audio signal is now
changed by rectifiers D1 and D2 to
a negative DC bias voltage and ap-
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CONTROL
UNIT

K2

AC CORD
CONNECTOR

CAP

GREEN

Ar1PEX 602
DRIVE MOTOR

C104
2.5 1.1F

WHITE 220V.
AC

X

NOTE: RELAY CONTACTS IN NO -SIGNAL (ENERG I ZED) POS I TI ON.

Fig. 3 Control unit connectors for motor control.

plied to RC combination Cl and
R3 and the control grid of V3A. In
a normal standby (no -signal) condi-
tion V3A will have a plate current
of 13 ma. passing through the plate
relay coil K1 and the cathode re-
sistor R4. This causes K1 to be
normally in an energized (closed)

position. Resistor R4 limits the
amount of plate current. The ex-
planation thus far also applies to
the other triodes sections V1B,
V2B, and V3B, with the difference
being that filter F2 is now a BMI-
400 and sharply tuned so that it
will pass only a 400 cycle tone.

Fig. 4 Back of control unit shows control lines.

Relay Section
The relay section in Figure 2 is

set up so that when a 1000 cycle
START tone is received, V3A is
biased to cut-off by the negative
rectified signal voltage and relay
K 1 will be de -energized, causing
contacts 1 and 4 to close. This in
turn causes power relay K3 to elec-
trically latch itself closed, since it
now completes a circuit to its coil
through contacts 1 and 3 on one
side and relay K2 contacts 1 and 3
on the other side. When relay K3
closes, it delivers AC line voltage
to the recorder through contact 1

and 3 and 6 and 8. Then when a
400 cycle STOP tone is received,
V3B is biased to cut-off, causing
relay K2 to be de -energized and
contacts 1 and 3 to open. Since one
side of the K3 coil circuit is opened,
relay K3 is then also de -energized
(unlatched). AC line voltage is now
removed from the recorder.

Motor Control
The motor control circuit is

shown in Figure 3. It requires a

F

Kl

Cl

Fl

K3

( V2

C2

I VI

T1

K2

C3

F2
"

CHASSIS
7" X 11" X 2"

FRONT PANEL

Fig. 5 Component layout on chassis.
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modification of the AC wiring in-
side the recorder case. The AC sup-
ply pair to the motor is cut and an
extension spliced on so that it ex-
tends to about six inches beyond
the opening in the lower back of
the case. An extension AC pair of
the same length is also connected
to the motor pair. On the AC sup-
ply pair, a female AC socket is in-
stalled, and on the motor pair, a
male plug. These connectors are il-
lustrated in Figure 4. Another set
of AC plugs and sockets are in-
stalled on the AC pairs coming
from the control unit.

If the recorder is removed from
the control unit and used elsewhere,
the connectors coming from the case
are simply connected together and
the motor AC wiring is completed.

With no signal received, the re-
corder is without AC power. When
a 1000 cycle START tone is re-
ceived, K1 will be de -energized,
causing K3 to latch and supply AC
voltage to the recorder but not to
the motor, since K1 contacts 6 and
8 are now open. When the 45 sec-
onds of 1000 cycle tone ends, Kl
will now be energized and AC volt-
age will be delivered to the motor
through closed contacts 6 and 8.
The extra wiring to relay K2 con-
tacts 5 and 8 is a precaution in case
of failure of the control unit, and
both K1 and K2 would be de -ener-
gized. In this situation the recorder
could be operated manually by
clicking the bypass switch to the
ON position.

The reason for motor control is
to avoid recording the 1000 cycle
START tone. The newsman would
have to go fast -forward through the
tone on each tape in order to get
to the text of the transmission.

To adjust the control unit, con-
nect a VTVM between Test Point
No. 1 and chassis ground. When a
1000 cycle START tone is received
from the network line, advance the
sensitivity control, R1, until relay
K1 closes and indicator lamp Il
comes on. There should be a read-
ing of about -10 volts on the
VTVM. Now advance R1 until
there is a reading of -15 volts on
the meter. This completes the ad-
justment of the START side. Next
connect the VTVM between Test

Point No. 2 and chassis ground.
The same adjustment as described
above applies to the 400 cycle
STOP tone side except that sensi-
tivity control R2 is now used. An
audio signal generator with an out-
put of -8 db into 600 ohm can
be used for preliminary adjust-
ments, but the final touch-up should
be with the network tone signals.
The test points and sensitivity con-
trols are mounted on the front panel
so that it is convenient to make
periodic checks on the bias voltages
and the condition of the amplifiers.

The WGTO installation is illus-
trated in figures 8 and 9. The corn -

PIN
JACKS 0

plete control unit -recorder is
mounted in a cart and located in
the newsroom next to the teletype
machines. The recorder is mounted
on top with the control unit con-
veniently located in the top part of
the box base. A small speaker am-
plifier is placed next to the control
unit, and its controls appear on the
right side of the panel. This is an
added convenience to the newsman
so he can listen to a transmission
being recorded or play a tape back.
The speaker amplifier is not in-
cluded in this article, but it can be
most any small audio amplifier that
will drive a 6 -inch speaker. The

CONTROL UNIT PANEL
8-31e X 16-114"

PUSHBUTTONS

16 114"

0

ON* OFF

SIGNAL BYPASS

TP1

TP2

SENSITIVITY
LINE

0
SPKR. AMP
AC PILOT

LAMP

8-314"

SPKR. AMP
AC ON -OFF

R2 J1

THOR DORSON
T22R12

SPKR. AMP
VOWME

Fig. 6 Control unit panel.

6.3V. AC

Dl, D2, D3, D4-1R5A6

STANCOR

13 H. 65 mA
C-1708

10S2

Fig. 7 Control unit power supply.
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line output jack on the Ampex 602
is used to feed a signal to this am-
plifier.

Power Supply
The power supply for the control

unit is located in the storage area
at the bottom of the cart base box.
The power supply schematic is
shown in Figure 7. It is conven-
tional and can be most any unit
that will supply about 200 volts DC
at 35 ma. and heater voltage of 6.3
volts AC at 0.9 Amp. A top view
of the layout of the control unit
chassis is shown in Figure 5.

Enclosed type plug-in relays are

used for reliability over a long
period of time and are well worth
the small difference in price. The
plug-in feature also makes it easy
to remove a relay for inspection or
replacement.

The panel layout is shown in Fig-
ure 6 and it should be noted that
the controls are convenient for the
operator as well as for testing pur-
poses. In our particular case, we
also feed the UPI line to a remote
input in our control room consol
board. This is an advantage when
the UPI network feeds an event
live.

Another feature of this is that the

Fig. 8 Unit installed and ready for operation.

announcer can be on the board and
listen to what is being recorded by
simply punching -up the remote line
and putting the remote pot in the
CUE position or on the Audition
side. There is no AC line switch on
the control unit as it is left ON con-
tinuously. This tends to stabilize the
sensitivity of the amplifiers and is
one less switch for the newsman to
remember to turn on.

This control unit has proven to
be a worthwhile addition to our
newsroom. Our news staff can make
better use of the UPI audio net-
work and present news programs
that appeal to our listeners.

Fig. 9 WGTO's CE, David Schick, at the controls.
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The
switch
hit/ens

THE PHILIPS PC -70... the prime time king of
color cameras ... serves on more live and taped studio

color shows, by far, than any other camera.
And it's a fantastic switch-hitter. If the PC -70 is a winner in

studio work, in the field it's no contest. For major outdoor
news and sports events, the PC -70 consistently takes

the most valuable player award.
Why? Its unsurpassed color picture, faithful and sharp.

There are over 700 Philips 3-Plumbicon® cameras in
use worldwide. A videoman's dream. The cameraman's

camera. Management's assurance of the best, most
reliable, and most economical performance.

When a better camera is built, Philips will build it.*
In the meantime, the PC -70 is the ticket.

*Th0 Philips PC -100, announced at NAB '69, will be available early in 1970.

(6) Trademark for television camera



THE PHILIPS PCP -90 digitally controlled "lviinicam" takes
the field alongside the PC -70 as the most mobile and versatile
of portables. Operating wireless or on small, cost -reducing
triax, the 3-Plurnbicon Minicam brings total flexibility to
broadcast -quality telecasting.
The PCP -90 is designed basically as a field camera. Controls
may be beamed from as far away as 30 miles. Signal processing
is done in the backpack. The Minicam produces a real-time
color -composite signal for direct broadcast. Or it can go into the
field with a portable recorder to tape interviews or other action-
totally unencumbered.
And here again, you have a star switch-hitter. Three new one -inch
Philips Plumbicon tubes perform to broadcast standards,
bringing the Minicam right into the studio.
Training camps for Minicam prototypes included crowded
conventions, major sports, the inauguration and other events.
Now it's ready to sign with you.

PHILIPS PHILIPS BROADCAST
EQUIPMENT CORP.

One PhiIv Parkway, Montyale, N.J. 07645 201, 391-1000

A NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANYa



The world's best color
camera is the TK-42
Is there anything comparable in 4 -tube design? Ask any of the TV stations that
own one. The TK-42 is the 4 -tube camera with the unique 41/2 -inch image orthicon
for resolution unequalled by any 4 -tube camera. It can spotlight the winner in a
fast-moving race (that's partly in bright sunlight, partly in deep shadows)-as
easily as it delivers the sponsor's goods. Flood it with light-the TK-42 won't let it
bloom. Baca -light dark-haired performers-they won't turn green (and you won't
turn gray). The TK-42. The nearest thing to perfection current technology allows.

For all the reasons why the TK-42 is the world's best 4 -tube camera, call your
RCA Field Man, or write: RCA Broadcast Equipment, Building 15-5, Camden,
New Jersey 08102.
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The world's best color
camera is the TK-44A
The TK-44A is the lighter side of perfection. It's the world's best 3 -tube camera.
Only 105 pounds (without lens), it's the camera you need for easy -to -handle
remotes and studio work. Uses RCA's exclusive "contours with a comb" for
color "snap" without raising the noise level. And you can color -match its output
to any other camera you own-with RCA's Chromacomp".

The TK-44A. The 3 -tube camera that can equal it hasn't been made yet.
And we can prove it.

For all the reasons why the TK-44A is the world's best 3 -tube camera, call your
RCA Field Man, or write: RCA Broadcast Equipment, Building 15-5, Camden,
New Jersey 08102.

Circle Item 81 on Tech Data Card



Attention TV Stations:

We've got news for you!
FILMLINE'S professional color film processors

now available for TV NEWS
The FILMLINE Models FE -30 and FE -50 are exciting new color film processors designed specifically for use
in television station news departments. The design is backed by Filmline's reputation as the world's
leading manufacturer of professional film processors for the commercial motion picture laboratory industry.

Now for the first time the television industry can enjoy the benefits of professional caliber equipment
incorporating exclusive FILMLINE features that have paced the state-of-the-art in commercial laboratories,
at a cost lower than processors offering less.

After you check these exclusive Filmline features you'll want
to install a Filmline processor in your news department NOW!

MODEL FE -50:
16 mm Color Processor

for Ektachrome Film. Speed
50 FPM.

$22,500

"FILMLINE OVERDRIVE FILM TRANSPORT SYSTEM"
This marvel of engineering completely eliminates
film breakage, pulled perforations, scratches and
operator error. The film can be deliberately
stalled in the machine without film breakage or
significant change of film footage in solutions.
The heart of any film processor is the drive
system. No other film drive system such as

sprocket drive, bottom drive or simple clutch
drives with floating lower assemblies can give
you the performance capability of the unique
Filmline Overdrive Film Transport System.

"TORQUE MOTOR TAKE-UP" gives you constant film
take-up and does not impose any stress or strain
on the film itself. Completely independent of the
film transport system. This FILMLINE feature is
usually found in professional commercial pro-
cessors but is incorporated on the FE -30 and

All prices F.O.B.
MILFORD, CONN.

MODEL FE -30:
16mm Color Processor for

Ektachrome film. Speed 30

FPM $16,400

FE -50 models as standard equipment. Don't
settle for less!

 "TEMP -GUARD" positive temperature control sys-
tem. Completely transistorized circuitry insures
temperature control to well within processing
tolerances. Temp -Guard controls temperatures ac-
curately and without the problems of other
systems of lesser sophistication.

"TURBO -FLOW" impingement dryer. Shortens dry -
to -dry time, improves film results, and carefully
controls humidity content of your valuable (and
sometimes rare) originals. Immediate projection
capability is assured because the film dries flat
without the usual curl associated with other
film processors.

"ZERO DOWN TIME" The reputation of any film
processor is only as good as its reliability. The

combination of the exclusive and special added
Filmline features guarantees trouble -free opera-
tion with absolute minimum down -time and with-
out continual operator adjustments. Recapture
your original investment in 2 years on mainten-
ance savings alone. Filmline's "Push the button
and walk -away processing" allows inexperienced
operators to turn out highest quality film.

0"MATERIALS, CONSTRUCTION AND DESIGN" All
Filmline machines are constructed entirely of
metal and tanks are type 316 stainless steel,
heliarc welded to government specifications. The
finest components available are used and rigid
quality control standards are maintained.
Compare Filmline features to other processors
costing more money. Feature -by -feature, a careful
evaluation will convince you that Filmline offers
you more for your investment.

Additional Features included in price of machine (Not as extras).
Magazine load, daylight operation  Feed -in time delay elevator (completely accessible) r Take-up time delay
elevator (completely accessible)  Red brass bleach tank, shafts, etc. Prehardener solution filter  Precision
Filmline Venturi air squeegee prior to drybox entry  Air vent on prehardener  Solid state variable speed D.C.
drive main motor  Bottom drains and valves on all tanks  Extended development time up to two additional
camera stops at 50 FPM  Pump recirculation of all eight solutions thru spray bars  Temperature is sensed in
the recirculation line  All solutions temperature controlled, no chilled water required  Built-in air compressor
si Captive bottom assemblies assure you constant footage in each solution  Change over from standard develop-
ing to extended developing can be accomplished in a matter of seconds  Impingement dryer allows shorter put
through time.

Partial listing of Filmline Color Installations: - NBC- New York,
NBC- Washington, NBC- Cleveland, NBC- Chicago, CBS & ABC Net-
works, Eastman Kodak, Rochester.
Laboratories: De Luxe Labs, General Film Labs (Hollywood), Pathe-
Labs, Precision Labs, Mecca Labs, Color Service Co., Capital Film
Labs, Byron Film Labs, MGM, Movie Lab, Lab -TV, Technical Film
Labs, Telecolor Film Labs, Guffanti Film Labs, A -One Labs, All -
service Labs, NASA Cape Kennedy, Ford Motion Picture Labs.

TV Stations: WAPI-TV, KTVI-TV, WXYZ-TV, WTPA-TV, WBTV-TV, WEAT-
TV, WMAL-TV, WSYR-TV, WDSU-TV, WVUE-TV, WTOP-TV,
WAVY -TV, KTAR-TV, WTVR-TV, WFBC-TV, WMAR-TV, WCK1'-TV, WAVE -
TV,

WNQ-TTVV,
WAKPSALA-T-VTV

,W
CWIVSA-TZV-,T

VW
JIWMH-TPV-T

VW,

WWL-HTVT

-TKVY,W

-TWVT,

WKOE-TT-. en you buy quality Filmline Costs Less"
Circle Item 20 on Tech Data Card

/CORPORATION
MILFORD, CONNECTICUT

Dept. BMa-69

Send for Literature.

Time & Lease
Plans Available.



AKG C -12A Condenser Microphone Sy -stem

A twin -diaphragm assembly consisting of two
one inch non-metalic, gold-vapored diaphragms,
mounted back-to-back, account for the C-12A's
smooth, flat and effortless sound transmission
over a range of 20-20,000 Hz.

Each diaphragm may be independently
polarized by a remote switch, thereby permit-
ting selection of directional patterns of omni-
directional, cardioid and figure -eight, plus six
intermediate patterns.

The variable pattern selection is important in
adjusting the microphone to acoustical environ-
ments. As an example, it allows for complete
control of reverberance by selecting any position
between a "tight" cardioid to an "open" omni-
directional pattern, depending on the hall
studio or material to be recorded. Or, a cardioid

CRIP
A K G

C -12A microphone shown with grille screen removed.

pattern for any soloist may be changed to
accommodate a second performer by switch-
ing to a figure -eight.

Switching between patterns while in use is
absolutely noiseless without clicks or inter-

ference.

The diaphragm assembly and a solid-state pre-
amplifier are contained in a compact housing-
inconspicuous on stage or television.

The power supply, containing the pattern selec-
tor switch and a bass roll -off switch, can be
remotely located as far away as 1,000 feet.

Response characteristics, polar patterns and com-
plete technical specifications are available in a 14
page booklet. For your copy, please write today.

MICROPHONES HEADPHONES
DISTRIBUTED .7
NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS CORPORATION
100 EAST a 2nd STREET, NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10017

AKG CANADA  DIVISION OF COUBLE DIAMOND ELECTRONICS  SCARBOROUGH, ONTARIO
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PRODUCTS

There was no doubt about it, this
year's NAB meet was a buyers con-
vention. Several companies regis-
tered new highs for contracts signed
at the annual affair. And as re-
ported in the March issue of Broad-
cast Engineering, there were some
manufacturers not willing to spread
the word on their new lines before
convention time.

Among those commanding previ-
ously unannounced new line atten-
tion was RCA. Offering the TV

(60)

industry's first system for recording
and playback TV programming
from video tape cartridges, the com-
pany scored high in interest, and

demonstrations of the unit contin-
ually drew crowds.

The unit can reproduce up to 18
three -minute programs without re-

1 if

Designed, built and installed by Rupert Neve Et Co., Ltd.,
Cambridge, for Vanguard Recording Society Inc., New York,
this console incorporates 24 input channels, 16 output groups
and a comprehensive range of facilities. It is typical of the way in
which Neve meet the audio requirements of recording,
broadcasting, film and TV studios all over the world. This
console took only 7 months from drawing board to installation

N

Neve designed and
built it for
Records

Rupert Neve Et Co. Limited, 'Priesthaus' Little Shelford, Cambridge, England. Telephone Shelford 3537

Vanguard
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loading. This would be especially
useful in playing back-to-back com-
mercials in a mix with station
breaks and promotional announce-
ments in either black -and -white or
color. Switching from one video
cartridge to another is accomplished
in microseconds.

The 18 cartridges are cued up
and reproduced in a predetermined
sequence, according to instructions
given the machine. A small digital
computer is built into the cartridge
system where it analyzes the status

of the electrical and mechanical
sub -systems and makes decisions re-
quired for automated operation.

Another RCA new product de-
velopment is the TT-30FL 30 -kw
transmitter. It was developed in con-
junction with Westinghouse Broad-
casting Company, owners of KDKA.

Reportedly offering an increase
in color transmissions by a wide
margin, the TT-30FL provides com-
plete redundancy of components,
with each 15 -kw section capable of
sustaining a broadcast signal. Each

Anyone need an RF Contactor
and High Voltage Relay

able to handle 40 KILOVOLTS?

If so, you need the Multronics MODEL 161. If not, then the
MODEL 160 will do. (It can handle 24 kilovolts itself, by the
way.) They're both new double pole, double throw rf contactors
designed especially to solve the "3 R's" of high power switching:

1/NO RECOIL . . unique Multronics'' design BREECH -LOCK
mechanism uses a powerful 20 pound spring
to absorb and prevent damaging recoil.

2/RELIABLE .. built for military use, both the MODEL 160
and the MODEL 161 feature two heavy-duty,
limit -switch protected solenoids...shakeproof
and self-locking hardware . . . with the ability
to function anywhere between 190 and 240
volts, 90 and 130 volts in the 117 volt version.

3/RUGGED no ceramic or micalex in these units. Mul-
tronics A- uses specially -treated melamine be-
cause it is stronger and far more resistant to
breaking and arcing.

The basic difference is in the corona shields at every rf terminal
on the MODEL 161 that lets it handle up to 40 kilovolts. The two
models can be intermixed in the same system, which means that
Multronics' gives you a complete rf contactor/relay coverage
beyond anything now on the market.

For details, contact
George P. Howard, Director - Communications Products

MULTRONICS; INC.
5712 FREDERICK AVENUE, ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 20852

Telephone: Area Code 301, 427-4666

section of the
five tubes.

transmitter uses only

(61)
The big news at Philips Broad-

cast Equipment Corp. was the new
PC -100 color camera. The all new
camera utilizes digital control tech-
niques and a small diameter triaxial
cable. The viewfinder is tiltable, ro-
tatable and removable.

The camera lens is optically de-
signed for the 1 -inch Plumbicon
format, with an f stop of 1.8 and a
zoom range of 14 to 140 mm. A
special lens mounting design auto-
matically couples internal mechan-
ical drive shafts as well as complet-
ing the electrical connections.

Transferral of information be-
tween the camera and its camera
control unit via lightweight cable is
accomplished by multiplexing three
channels of information through the
cable. The three channels include
video, monitor and a tele-command
channel. In addition, 100 volts is
supplied to the camera through the
cable. With this setup, the triaxial
cable can be used up to one mile
without repeaters.

The PC -100 also uses Philip's
patented prism block beam splitter,
and features low target capacity, ce-
ramic centering ring, and an anti -
comet tail gun.

(62)
Broadcast Electronics, who pro-

vided the convention with a taped
news call -in service, showed their
Spotmaster 500 C combination re-
corder -playback unit. Taping at 7.5
IPS, the 500 C puts wow and flut-
ter down to 0.2 per cent or less
while maintaining a signal to noise
ratic of 50 db or better.

The primary cue tone (stop) is
1,000 Hz with two optional cue
trips at 150 and 8,000 Hz. Cueing
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accuracy is 0.1 second and the start-
ing time is 0.05 second. Frequency
response is ±3 db 40 to 15,000
Hz.

And the 10 spot and 5 spot push
button multiple cartridge decks, the
610B and 605B, are now available.
Facilities are provided on the rear
panels for remote control and for
interconnections between channels
so as to permit automatic sequenc-
ing from channel.

(63)
International Video Corporation

expanded their line of color cam-
eras. The two latest cameras-one
with three and one with four Plumb -

icon tubes-will be manufactured
by EMI of Great Britain and sold
by IVC. They will be called the
IVC/EMI 2001-C and the IVC/
EMI 200-B.

The four tube camera provides a

NEED A 40KW FM WITH

A SINGLE $530. P.A.?.

AEKNECONTACT CCA iNH
CCA ELECTRONICS CORP.
GLOUCESTER CITY. N J

1609) 456.1716
CCA

-,601100 -

separate luminance signal for im- the chrominance signals of the three
proved monochrome resolution. By color tubes, Livingston error is re-
matrixing the luminance signal with duced.

Stut nit Zest Wad

b. 8 Channel Console
Dual Turntable System
800-C Cartridge System

N Et.] AMPLIFIER
SYSTEM

Before you buy,
compare SPARTA!

a. 8 Channel Master
Control Console

b. Showcase Audio
Control Center

c. 5 Channel Stereo
Console

d. Tape Cartridge
Systems

e. Professional
Turntables

Call or write for product brochure.

c. Model AS -30

01111111111.11111d.Model 300C -P

e. Model TC-12 CustomI RTA
ELECTRONIC CORPORATION

5851 FLORIN-PERKINS ROAD
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 95828 ,918 383-5353

A DIVISION OF COMPUTER EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
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Chrominance and luminance sig-
nals are obtained in the normal
manner in the three tube camera. A
three-way, direct imaging optical
system is used. Contour enhance-
ment is built into the camera con-
trol unit.

All circuits in both cameras are
on plug-in modules and all conduc-
tors of the camera cable are access-
ible at an open terminal array in-
side the camera and CCU. A se-
lected kit of spare parts is included
with each camera. Also, a built-in
lens shot box included on both cam-
eras allows pre-programmed lens
angles. Shot box zoom rate is con-
tinuously adjustable and lenses plug
in without optical realignment.

( 64 )

General Electric introduced a
new video production switcher that
can be integrated into an automated,
computerized television station.

The GE TS -300-A matches the
TS -301-A distribution switcher.
Both switchers employ computer
logic circuits. GE demonstrations
included the 115 central computer
and the PE -350 color camera.

",-.777777,771,

(65)
Ampex Corporation placed its

HS -200 slow-motion disc recording
on display, but as much interest was
generated by their new transmitter
for VHF TV stations, which is the
first to employ solid-state RF cir-
cuits up to the 75 watt level with a
solid-state modulator.

To be known as the TA -8000
series, the transmitter is capable of
remote control operation. The TA -
8000 amplifiers employ tetrodes de-
signed specifically for VHF frequen-
cies. Thus three basic amplifiers are
available, using 1.6, 6, and 18 kw
tubes.

This is the most expensive
turntable you can buy.

Also the cheapest.
It's a simple matter of economics. And quality.
At $1350, the EMT-930st Turntable costs considerably more than any other

turntable. But, for your money, you get a precision -made turntable that really
slashes maintenance costs because it's virtually trouble -free. ("Still in excellent
condition despite ten years of hard use," says one pleased radio station.*)

Typically, you get ± 0.035% rms flutter; low, low rumble; and you can cje to
any beat or syllable with a wow -free start from the world's only remote -controlled
turntable.

A lot of broadcasters must think the EMT-930st is a smart investment. Right
now, there are more than 10,000 in
use throughout the world. We know
of only one greater value: our bro-
chure. It's free. Send for it today.

Name of this and other station users on request.
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OTHAM
AUDIO CORPORATION

2 WEST 46 STREET, NEW YORK. N.Y. 10036 (212) CO 5-4111

1710 N. LaBREA AVE., HOLLYWOOD. CA 90046(213) 874.4444

AN AD ABOUT THE
OTHER AD ON THIS PAGE.
This is tits most expensive
turntable you can buy.

Also the cheape st

Be honest
with yourself!

Of all the audio
equipment your
station operates,
which is the most
troublesome?

Which requires
'"° ..X. the most prevent-

-- '- ative and break-
down maintenance?Which piece of equip-
ment have you purchased every time
from a different manufacturer without
ever finding one that truly satisfies you?

I bet it's your turntable! So, you can
hardly be blamed if you read the ad
across the way with polite disbelief.

Our advertising agency may indeed
prepare pleasant looking ads. But you
know that no other motor operated
device in your set-up, excepting pos-
sibly your cartridge machine, gets so
much continuous use (or abuse). Con-
sequently, you're forced to re -buy turn-
tables too often because they fall apart.

That's why I want to tell you -in my
own words, without benefit of agency!
-that you can really save yourself a
great deal of money simply by placing
yourself in the position of one of our
clients, who writes: "We have six
EMT -930 turntables that have been in
constant use since 1960. We think they
are the greatest we have ever used, but
they are beginning to need a few parts."

EIGHT YEARS WITHOUT
REPLACEMENT PARTS!

Impossible? We'll be happy to send
you their name and a list of many
others with similar experiences. We
believe a turntable must be a turntable
system. That means a complete unit
from the platter through the arm and
cartridge, remote controls, solid state
line level output amplifier, dropping
lever, cue lamp, cue amplifier etc., all
assembled by one manufacturer with
undivided responsibility.

You'd certainly never build your
own tape recorder ... buy the three
motors from one place, the head as-
sembly from another, and the amplifiers
from a third. You should do no dif-
ferently with your turntable.

The EMT-930st fully integrated
turntable system has meant the last
turntable investment for a large number
of stations and networks. Virtually
every New York FM stereo station
uses them, as do NBC, CBS, WTIC,
WDAK, and many, many others.

It may appear expensive at first sight;
it's the most economical in the long run.
Call Mr. Passin (New York) at 212-
265-4111 or Mr. Allen (Hollywood) at
213-874-4444 collect. They'll give you
the confidence to act.

Stephen F. Temmer, President
Gotham Audio Corporation
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Standard features of the new
transmitter include FCC frequency
tolerance in the visual oscillator, air
filters in the air supply to the am-
plifiers, manual control power cir-
cuits and manual differential phase
and gain correction.

Also new in the Ampex line is
their RA -4000 random access tape
controller. The unit automatically
permits synchronized search, cue
and playback of one or more broad-
cast videotape recorders. The sys-
tem may vary from a single, man-
ually controlled machine to an auto-
mated, multiple machine system
controlled by a computer.

(66)
The 3M Company's new two-inch

magnetic video recording tape was
demonstrated. Designed to eliminate
windowing and cinching, scratching,
capstan slippage and dust generated
dropouts, the new tape will be called
"Scotch" brand 400.

The new tape is virtually scratch
resistant and should essentially elim-
inate the problem of redeposit on
the tape surface, a major cause of
dropouts. A 90 -minute program can
be taped on a single roll.

(67)
CBS Laboratories showed their

new Dynamic Presence Equalizer
along with other new line units. The
10 pound equalizer, the first of its
kind for the broadcast industry, was
developed by CBS Laboratories'
Acoustics and Magnetics Depart-
ment.

In operation, the equalizer uses
precise sensors to examine sound
signals automatically on a contin-
uing basis as they are transmitted.
When the signal frequency varies
or a deficiency is detected, the sys-
tem equalizes it and makes the
proper adjustment to prevent loss of
clarity.

Conventional methods of control-
ling the level and quality are used.
But equalization continues automat-
ically, regardless of signal source
variations and is always checking
for presence.

Other CBS Labs units were cov-
ered in the March pre -NAB issue.

(68)
Rust Corporation delivered their

CPX-10 for convention inspection.
The unit is designed to automati-
cally give status and alarm indica-
tions of up to 10 status alarm para-
meters.

(69)
Visual Electronics Corporation

used their new VP -3 color camera
for live demonstrations of talent.
The three -tube Plumbicon camera
includes printed circuit yokes
mounted in parallel to provide con-
sistent registration.

Featuring integrated circuits and

temperature compensating compon-
ents, the camera head weighs less
than 90 pounds.

Visual also demonstrated four vi-
deo tape recorders and switching
and an automatic program control
system which includes automatic
log printout.

Acting as a central alarm center,
the CPX-10 will show status of fil-
aments, plate voltage, building se-
curity, main AC power and STL
equipment. Including a fail-safe in-
dicator, the alarm system includes
visual forward power, aural forward
power, visual frequency, aural fre-
quency and water temperature.

The unit is designed for conven-
ient rack mounting.

(70)
American Electronic Laboratories

is now ready with their FM-5HB
FM broadcast transmitter. The FM-
5HB features AEL's new model
2202 solid-state exciter, low distor-
tion one tube design, automatic re-
cycling, one button operation pro-
visions for remote control and cir-
cuit breaker protection. The trans-
mitter requires no neutralization.

The new transmitter's optional
units include the 2202 stereo gen-
erator and the 2204 SCA generator.

(71)
Anderson Laboratories intro-

duced their zero studio delay unit
that allows direct switching from a
camera or other source to a second

source which has been routed
through a separate studio.

The unit permits dissolving, wip-
ing and other special effects nor-
mally restricted by delay effects. It
features 1 H minus studio delay
±10 nsec. Other features include:
bandwidth flat to ±0.5 db to 4
MHz; output S/N-50 db (peak
RMS); differential phase is less
than 2 per cent with an input sig-
nal level at 1 volt peak.

(72)
Gates Radio Company demon-

strated their automatic program
logging system in which teletype im-
pulses from first seconds of tape
cartridge travel activate a page
printer, and the schedule of pro-
grams logged are typed directly from
the tape cartridge. The system is a
direct printout of a complete and
permanent program log, recorded
automatically.

In addition to the long line of
Gates units normally offered was
the TV -15 console with a TVS-6
submixer panel. Gates line features
included digital logging and acces-
sory monitors and amplifiers.
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(72)

TeleMation showed their TSG-
2000 EIA sync generators. The new
line features all digital design, no
monostables, no delay lines, and no
width or delay adjustment is re-
quired. In line with current industry
trends, the units rely on integrated
circuits.

Dual outputs permit pulse assign-
ment with full standby. Mono-
chrome genlock, color genlock, bar -
dot and sync changeover add -in
modules are all available with the
TSG-2000 series.

Send releases on new products
to: Editor, Broadcast Engineering,
1014 Wyandotte, Kansas City, Mo.
64105.

NEED AN AM OR FM
TRANSMITTER WITH
A 5 YR. WARRANTY?

CONTACT CCA
US)

CCA

WITNDARSD)

CCA ELECTRONICS CORP.
GLOUCESTER CITY N J

6091 056 1 716CCA

MODEL BUDR-1

BALUN AMPLIFIER

 Accepts Balanced or Unbalanced
Signal Voltages
Provides Hum -Free Transmission
between Two Locations

Eliminates Frequency Interference

A solid-state high performance video
distribution amplifier which accepts
either balanced or unbalanced signal
voltages. It provides four outputs, two
balanced at 124 ohms and two unbal-
anced at 75 ohms. Choice of inputs is
selectable by a front panel switch.
The BUDR-1 provides high common
mode rejection up to 50 db and a
frequency response from 10 Hz to 10
MHz. The unit automatically cancels -
out generated unbalanced voltages,
and eliminates power hum or other
spurious interference frequencies
which could be induced into the cable.

APPLIED ELECTRO
MECHANICS, INC.
2350 Duke Street
Alexandria, Virginia 22314
Phone: (703) 548-2166

PEOPLE

Powel Crosley, Jr., inventor, en-
gineer, and visionary genius, who
died March, 1961 at the age of 74,
was posthumously awarded the
Broadcast Pioneers' coveted "Hall
of Fame" award at a luncheon of
the National Association of Broad-
casters annual convention in March.
Powel was the founder of a major
broadcasting comp any WLW, as
well as a radio manufacturing con-
cern in Cincinnati in the early
1920's.

The presentation, made by John
T. Murphy, president of Avco
Broadcasting Corp. and a past presi-
dent of the Broadcast Pioneers, was
accepted by Mrs. Vaughn E. Mont-
gomery, Jr., niece of the recipient.

Avco is the company originally
founded by Crosley. In June, 1945,
Crosley Corp. was sold to Aviation
Corp., which later became Avco.
The company was known as Cros-
ley Broadcasting Corp. until 1966.

Crosley's interest in radio began
when he considered the extremely
high prices on the early receiving
sets, and attempted to find a way
to mass produce them so as to place
them in everyone's price range. He
believed that the key to this lay in
finding a way to eliminate the crys-
tal. He succeeded in discovering the
key which enabled him to build a
radio business that by 1922 made
him the largest manufacturer of ra-
dio sets and parts in the world.

Convinced that radio sets would
sell only if good entertainment were
made available, Crosley's activities
then expanded to broadcasting. The
consequent "entertainment" broad-
cast came mainly from Crosley's
own record collection, from his liv-
ing room studio, and became WLW,
"The Nation's Station." Crosley's
goal was to build more and more
power into the transmitter so that
the production costs would decrease,
thus creating more listeners, in the
long run. As a result, WLW be-
came the first 5,000 watt, then the

the new
JIAMPIRIO

_ uhf

mu HOU
offers greater

flexibility
and lower cost!

The ZIG ZAG Television Antenna
offers more pattern & gain per dollar
than any other uhf antenna.
High Dower gains are available with
many computerized vertical patterns.
Omnidirectional and carcioid patterns
are available which will provide power
gains from 8 to 56 and directional
gains as high as 215! Power capa-
bilities of 60 or 120 KW.

Fiberg-ass radoines are available_

Write far complete catalog and prices.

A M P R
ANTENNAICOMPANY

69SO POWER INN ROAD SACRAMENTO CALIFORNIA
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YOU

ONLY
NEED

THIS
MUCH

PANEL

SPACE

FOR

TECH

LAB'S
NEW 1"
VERTICAL
ATTENUATOR

(actual size)

Here's the smallest vertical attenuator
made in the U.S . A another first
from Tech Labs, pioneers in vertical at-
tenuatcors since 1937.

It uses little panel space ... only 1"
wide x 6" long. It provides quick change
of levels on multiple mixers and assures
long, noise -free life. Units are available
in 20 or 30 steps with balanced or un-
balanced ladder or "T", or potentiom-
eter circuits. Standard Db per step is
1.5, others on order. Impedance ranges
are 30 to 600 ohms on ladders or "T's"
and up to I. megohm on pots.
Dor't wa it,send for complete data today!
Need VAleo or Audio Rotary Attenuators?
All Tech rotary
attenuators are
precision made
for extended
noise -free service.
Many standard
designs available
and specials
made to your
specs. Send for
literature today.

TECH LABORATORIES, INC.
Bergen & Edsall Blvds., Palisades Park, N.J. 07650
Tel: 201-944-2221 TWX: 510-230-9780
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first 50,000 watt, and finally the
first and only station authorized to
operate temporarily on 500,000
watts.

"Soap operas," now a household
phrase, quiz shows, and mystery
programs were given to the world
by WLW.

In 1938, Crosley went into ex-
perimental TV, which paved the
way for the emergence of the sta-
tion which later became WLWT.

The following Federal Communi-
cations Commission personnel re-
tired from Government Service on
February 28, 1969:

Joseph A. Giammatteo, staff ac-
countant, Economic Studies Divi-
sion, Common Carrier Bureau.
Giammatteo began his Government
career in 1930 with the Interstate
Commerce Commission. He joined

NEED A DIRECT FM EXCITER

THAT REALLY WORKS?

CONTACT CCA

CCA
CCA ELECTRONICS CORP.
GLOUCESTER CITY. N J

16091 456 1716

GOOD SOUND
BUSINESS

Install 3 new Heads in your
Ampex for only $97.50

Taber heads for Ampex are manufactured
under strict laboratory control, and offer
these advantages:

Meet, or better, original specifications
 Three new full track or half track heads

only $97.50 for Ampex assembly
 Assembly returned promptly
 Loaner assemblies available if needed
Taber also offers four new heads for your
Ampex VTR audio assembly for only $310.00.
All products given exacting quality control
on Ampex equipment in our plant. Send for
free brochure.

Call or TABER MANUFACTURING ANDwrite:
ENGINEERING COMPANY

OAKLAND INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT, BLDG., L-821
P. O. BOX 2365  OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA 94614

Telephone (415) 635-3832
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now...a dozen tools

for guns of lobs

in a hip pocket set!

No. 99PS-50

Really compact, this new nutdriver/
screwdriver set features 12 interchange
able blades and an amber plastic (UL)
handle. All are contained in a slim,
trim, see thru plastic case which easily
fits hip pocket. Broad, flat base permits
case to be used as a bench stand.
Ideal for assembly and service work.

7 NUTDRIVERS: -4

3/16", 7/32". 1/4",
9/32", 5/16". 11/32"
3/8" hex openings.

2 SLOTTED

SCREWDRIVERS:

3/16" and 9/32- tips

2 PHILLIPS

SCREWDRIVERS:

=I and =2 sizes

Adds 4" reach to
driving blades.

HANDLE:
Shockproof, breakproof, Exclusive, positive
locking device holds blades firmly for turn
ing. permits easy removal.

XCELITE, INC.,118 BANK ST., ORCHARD PARK, N. Y.
Canada: Charles W. Pointon, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
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the FCC in 1935 and held positions
in Administrative Service and
Safety and Special Radio Services
before moving to the Common Car-
rier Bureau. He has served as chair-
man and member of the supervisory
committee for the FCC credit un-
ion.

Mrs. Mildred K. Roberts, chief
of the Ownership Section of the
Renewal and Transfer Division of
the Broadcast Bureau. Mrs. Rob-
erts joined the FCC in 1938 after
having held positions with the Re-
construction Finance Corporation,
the Farm Credit Administration and
the Social Security Board.

Mrs. Eleanor Wells, applications
examiner in the Ownership Section
of the Renewal and Transfer Divi-
sion of the Broadcast Bureau. Mrs.
Wells has 30 years of Government
service -26 with the FCC.

Mrs. Tennys F. Gresham, Broad -

NEED A 50KW AM
TRANSMITTER

that's high level 8 air cooled?

CONTACT CCA
(WE
MAKE
THEM)

CCA ELECTRONICS CORP
GLOUCESTER CITY. N

16091 456 1716

cast Failities Division of the Broad-
cast Bureau. Mrs. Gresham had
been with the FCC for almost 10
years.

William L. North, engineering as-
sistant to Commissioner Kenneth A.
Cox, retired after 30 years of
Government service with the
FCC. Since joining the FCC
in 1939, North has been a field
radio inspector, section chief of the
wartime Radio Intelligence Divi-
sion, head of the Portland, Oregon
monitoring station and chief of the
Frequency Allocation and Treaty
Division.

North was appointed engineering
assistant to Chairman Newton N.
Minow in March, 1961. He joined
Commissioner Cox's staff in May,
1963.

Alfred G. de la Croix, an engi-
neer with the Aviation and Marine
Division of the Safety and Special
Radio Services Bureau, retired after
28 years of Government service -
26 with the FCC and two with the
United States Navy.

Another retiree is Daniel B. Hut-
ton, assistant chief of the Allied

Propagation Branch of the Re-
search Division of the Chief Engi-
neer's Office, after 31 years of Gov-
ernment service -18 with the FCC.

FCC chief hearing examiner
James D. Cunningham, retired af-
ter 38 years of Government service.
Colonel Cunningham has served
with the Commission since it was
organized in 1934 and was one of
the original group of hearing ex-
aminers appointed at the FCC in
1947 when the Administrative Pro-
cedures Act went into effect.

During his service as an exami-
ner, Colonel Cunningham presided
over a wide range of newsmaking
proceedings including the ABC -ITT
merger hearings, the recent "Pot
Party" inquiry in Chicago, the
"Payola" investigation and the first
television comparative hearings fol-
lowing lifting of the freeze of VHF
frequency assignments.

NEED A PART
FOR YOUR GATES, RCA OR

COLLINS TRANSMITTER?

CONTACT CCA

CCA

(WE
STOCK
THEM)

CCA ELECTRONICS CORP
GLOUCESTER CITY N 1

.6091 156 1716

with
Greenlee

punches
Here's the simple speedy way to cut smooth,
accurate holes in metal, hard rubber, plas-
tics, epoxy, etc.
Save hours of hard work . . . punch clean, true
holes in seconds for sockets, controls, meters,
and other components. Easy to operate. Simply
insert punch in a small drilled hole and turn with
a wrench. For use in up to 16 -gauge metal. Avail-
able at leading radio and electronic parts dealers.

GREENLEE TOOL CO
DIVISION OF GREENLEE 5105 N CO

1866 Columbia Avenue, Rockford, III. 61101
A Unol of E.C11Co1r0 C0,064tion 2u21
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Palmer Television Film Recorders...
are designed for high quality film reproduction of your television
image-in black and white or color.

Recorders are now available in new Super 8mm and 8mm
models, as well as standard 16mm.

 All are easy and economical to operate.

 All can produce high quality picture and sound from videotape
playback, broadcast, or closed circuit transmission.

 And, all incorporate unique Palmer design features including
patented shutter to eliminate shuiter bar; fixed pin registration for
unusual film steadiness; and freedom from emulsion pileup.

Write for specifications and details.

W.A. PALMER FILMS, INC.
611 HOWARD STREET, SAN FRANCISCO 94105

San Francisco's complete 16 mm film service
Circle Item 38 on Tech Data Card
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Guards against cinching.
"Scotch" Brand No. 400 now
solves your video tape handling
and shipping problems. A new,
matte -finish back treatment
virtually eliminates cinching,
windowing and creasing.
Capstan slippage is a thing
of the past.



New"Scotchr Brand
Color Video Tape
guards itself against damage.
Guards against
scratching.
The exclusive treatment on
"Scotch" Brand No. 400 resists
scratching. eliminates polyester
redeposits on the oxide surface.
Prevents the increase of
dropouts and effectively extends
tape life.

Guards against dust
damage.
This highly conductive treatment
reduces static attraction of
contaminants that can damage
tape and VTR heads. New No. 400
gives you built-in protection,
plus performance - the finest 2nri
value in color video tape. COIPPANY



Spectrum
Engineering...
The
Key
To
Progress

By R. P. Gifford

The Joint Technical Advisory
Committee (JTAC) report, "Spec-
trum Engineering-the Key to
Progress," calls for a continued pro-
gram of "Spectrum Engineering" as
the means to realistic progress in
spectrum management in lieu of
more committees and more patches
to be added to the present system.
It deals with the national goal of
maximizing the effective use of the
radio spectrum so that present uses,
including national security, trans -

Ed. Note:
This is a paper presented at the

March convention of the IEEE.
R.P. Gifford is chairman of the
Joint Technical Advisory Commit-
tee (JTAC) of the IEEE and the
Electronic Industries Association.

portation, conservation, education,
business, entertainment and recre-
ation can be adequately accommo-
dated, and needs for future growth
and new uses met. It reveals the
urgency of this challenge as it docu-
ments the strangulation already oc-
curring in some services due to lack
of sufficient frequencies.

"Spectrum Engineering" refers to
the technical component of spec-
trum management.

It provides the technical basis
for disposition of applications
for authorization to operate
spectrum -using equipment.
It provides the technical basis
for disposition of cases of in-
terference.
It takes action aimed at reduc-
ing the incidence of cases of
interference and at the estab-
lishment and policing of stan-
dards relating to equipment
characteristics and users' op-

erating and maintenance prac-
tices.

 It collects data by measure-
ment, observation, and ques-
tionnaire.
It conducts technical studies in
support of spectrum manage-
ment.

The three major functions of the
spectrum engineering system are:
frequency selection, engineering
planning, and interference reduc-
tion. In performing these functions,
the system uses interwoven combi-
nations of three main types of in-
ternal activities: analysis of spec-
trum utilization; building a data
base for spectrum utilization; and
measurement of spectrum utiliza-
tion.

The distinctive characteristic of
spectrum engineering is its purpose
to enable system optimization of
the many factors involved in effec-
tive utilization of the spectrum re-
source. In order to determine in
what areas present spectrum engi-
neering processes needed to be im-
proved, it was necessary first of all
to evaluate them.

The JTAC Subcommittee di-
rected its work towards this objec-
tive. The reports of the Working
Groups that covered various parts
of this activity are contained in the
Supplements of the Report. With
well over 1000 pages of background
information such as these working
groups provided, the Subcommittee
then formulated the development of
a Spectrum Engineering System
founded on two basic principles:

First, the system must be evolu-
tionary. The present system's
functioning is understood, in
varying degrees, by many thou-
sands of people-millions, if li-
censees' operators and Amateur
and Citizens Radio Services li-
censees are included. Changes in
the system must be well thought
out and amply foretold, or the
continued co-operation of those
concerned will simply not be pos-
sible. Also, recovery of capital
investment in equipment must be
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considered in planning for
changes. But none of this means
that evolution must continue at
the snail's pace of the past.
Second, spectrum engineering and
management thinking must con-
tinue to move away from the
concept of controlling spectrum
usage through simple but rather
restrictive and rigid administra-
tive rules. The movement must
be in the direction of increas-
ingly individual technical assess-
ment of applications in different
geographic areas under explicitly
formulated priority criteria, and
under a reduced and more flex-
ible employment of block alloca-
tion concepts. This will require
much heavier use of analytical
and data-processing capabilities
in the nation's spectrum engi-
neering than at present. It also
implies that objective measures
are required for measuring the
use being made of channels and
that it is necessary to know the
applicants' proposed uses.

The User's Role
A would-be user, or renewal ap-

plicant, would come in contact with
the system's frequency selection ac-
tivities. Prior to actual submission
of the application, the prospective
applicant might ask for data from
the system to help him plan his in-
tended operations. If he were a land
mobile applicant, he might have the
help of one of today's unofficial
frequency co-ordinators. If he were
a TV broadcaster, the FCC Rules
would specify the channels on
which he could operate.
Other classes of users would also
have limited bands within which to
seek authorizations, but some of the
limitations would be less severe
than at present. Government agen-
cies would use the same process,
though their contacts with the sys-
tem would follow suitable inter -de-
partment staff action channels.

The frequency selection process
would determine the applicant's
technical requirements for spectrum

and would find one or more ways
to "fit him in." The spectrum man-
agement function of assignment
would authorize him to use one of
the ways. The actual frequency se-
lection work might be done by the
applicant, with or without the as-
istance of user association fre-
quency co-ordinators, consulting
engineers, or others. Some appli-
cants would leave the work to the
system's frequency selection staff.

To support these processes, an-
alytical, data base, and monitoring
capabilities considerably beyond
those currently operating in the
spectrum engineering system will be
needed and will be available to the
frequency selection staff. A remote
console computer system will prob-
ably be in use.

Long -Term Influences
While the frequency selection

function would be an on -going, day-
by-day kind, the engineering plan-
ning function would be concerned
with long-term influences on spec-
trum utilization. Engineering plan-
ning would include preparing for
international conferences on allo-
cation plans, setting standards for
allowable off -frequency radiations
from transmitters, prescribing pro-
cedures and criteria to be used in
the frequency selection activities,
and analytical procedures for esti-
mating potentialities of interference.
It would also provide guidance for
the interference reduction activities.

System design to keep the sys-
tem evolving would be part of the
engineering planning function. An-
alytical, data base, and spectrum
field measurement capabilities also
will have to be available to the en-
gineering planning staff. The inter-
ference reduction function operat-
ing on a day-by-day basis, would
receive reports of interference, and
then investigate and recommend so-
lutions. Monitoring and measure-
ment would be required.

The efforts of the interference re-
duction function would include:

 Measurement of equipment

characteristics for data base.
 Measurement of equipment

performance to standards.
 Monitoring for unauthorized or

improper use of the spectrum.
 Fostering development of new

monitoring equipment.
The interference reduction staff

should have access to the same
computer system used for frequency
selection.

Broadcast Considerations
Now, what could installation of

such a system mean to the broad-
casting services?

1) It could provide valuable data
in planning new stations; the
latest propagation data and
terrain information on file
would make it quite easy to
design a station and antenna
to cover the desired service
area at minimum cost.

2) It would provide a means for
the careful sharing of broad-
cast services with other ser-
vices, thereby reducing pres-
sure for wholesale channel re-
allocation.

3) The use of engineered usage
and saturation criteria for
nonbroadcast services would
uncover any under -usage of
spectrum; spectrum engineer-
ing techniques could then de-
termine means to fully load
these frequencies before ad-
ditional spectrum in other al-
locations is sought.

4) The data base and improved
monitoring facilities would
provide for the rapid identi-
fication of interference sources
leading to the correction of in-
terference.

5) The spectrum engineering fa-
cility would have the objec-
tivity, competence and man-
power to analyze and evalu-
ate technical proposals for re-
duction of bandwidth require-
ments without impairment of
quality of the service, whether
they applied to broadcast or
non -broadcast services.
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DIGILOGIC
Discover how digital computer
techniques have revolutionized
television broadcast equipment.

From:

SARKES TARZIAN SYSTEMS
Bloomington, Indiana

Circle Item 57 on Tech Data Card

ANY WIRE,ANYWHERE.
Coaxial and RF cable connectors for any place
you need them ... and direct sales and assistance
anywhere in the U.S.A. Over 30,000 other wire
connecting products from #26 AWG to 1000 MCM.
Talk to us about your connecting problem or write
for free Terminal and Connector Handbook.
American Pamcor, Inc., Valley Forge, Pa. 19481

AMERICAN PAMCOR
A SUBSIDIARY OFAMP

INCORPORATED

IT CALENDAR
MAY

22-23 The Magnetics Group of the IEEE will hold a
Workshop on Applied Magnetics at the Shera-
ton -Park Hotel in Washington, D.C.

JUNE

8-10 Annual convention of Florida Association of
Broadcasters, Thunderbird Motel, Arlington
(Jacksonville).

12-14 Spring meeting of Colorado Broadcasters Asso-
ciation at Manor Vail, Vail, Colo.

14-17 Georgia Association of Broadcasters, Inc. sum-
mer convention to be held in Savannah.

22-25 18th Annual National Cable Television Asso-
ciation convention and exposition call for pa-
pers. Convention will be held at San Francisco
Hilton hotel.

22-27 The IEEE Summer Power Meeting sponsored
by the IEEE Power Group will be held in Dallas.

NEED A 011K TURNTABLE

WITH INSTANT START?

CONTACT CCA
THEM)

CA
CCA ELECTRONICS CORP.
GLOUCESTER CITY N J

kW)) 456 1 716

vsciER &wowiti_t

FL-S -4%1P
ALL SOLID STATE

 SCALE RANGES: 1.0%,
0.3% to 0.1% full scale.
RMS calibration of sine
wave flutter according to
NAB standard

 BAND WIDTH SELECTION:
(a) 0.5 to 6 Hz Wow
(b) 0.5 to 200 Hz
weighted to NAB standard
(c) 0.5 to 200 Hz Un-
weighted to NAB standard

The Model FL -5 Flutter and Wow
Meter has been designed for use where greater
sensitivity and lower instrument noise is required.

OZZI
I ''S

FL -3D-1 MODEL
Vacuum tube circuitry
Shorter range capability for
production testing

WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE . . .

Sentinel inc.
P.O. BOX 336  GARLAND, TEXAS 75040
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Outstanding
for

25 yrs.

40 @ELECTRONIC
PRODUCTS
FRESNO CALIF.

A SJBSIDIARY OF
CCA ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

New D&S
Cradle Head

Pat. Pending.

The heavy-duty head with
a lightweight price.

The new D&S cradle head incorporates the
basic engineering principles of the more ex-
pensive models at a price that is within every -
ones budget. They are built to high standards,
capable of controlling heavy cumbersome
cameras with ease and safety and will meet
all your requirements.

 Cradle rolls on needle bearings...slides on
walls of teflon  Friction drag adjustments 
Pan handle adjusts to any angle  Micro ad-
justments of forward and backward tilting may
be done by turning the knob at the side 
Easy to lock  Smooth pan action  Ideal for
cameras weighing up to 100 lbs.

For literature write:

DAVIS & SANFORD
24 Pleasant Si6pIt\lei31.Rochelle, N.Y.

FCC Adopts Rule
Opening Network
Contracts to Public

A rule opening network affilia-
tion contracts to public inspection
has been adopted by the FCC. This
was done in a report and order on
Docket 14710, a proceeding initi-
ated in 1962 and opened for new
comments last September in view of
legislative and court developments.

"Our action will directly serve
the public interest in the fostering
and maintaining of a national com-
petitive broadcast structure," the
Commission said. "We believe that
publication of affiliation contracts
will make a major contribution to-
ward this objective. It will enhance
and intensify competition among
broadcasters and will equip licen-
sees and the public with additional
information relevant to the public
interest."

The change applies to affiliation
contracts filed on or after May 1.
Two rules are affected. A subpara-
graph was added to Section 0.455
(b) of the Rules on Commission
organization. This section covers
inspection of records filed with the
Broadcast Bureau. The new sub-
paragraph specifies network con-
tracts, filed after the effective date
of the change, under Section 1.613.
This section in the Rules on prac-
tice and procedure is on filing of
contracts. The provision on net-
work contracts now requires that
those filed initially after the rule

COMPLETE EXCHANGE-RE-
PAIR SERVICE On Fidelipac
Cartridges Using Genuine Fi-
delipac Parts.
Plus . . . offering the Industry's
First 3 -Month Guarantee On All
Tape Cartridges.
SPECIAL REDUCED PRICES!
WRITE FOR LATEST PRICE
LIST!
Complete Service Also on Re-
loading Tape Cartridges With
Long Lasting Lubricated Tape.

Broadcast Products Corp.

3 KINGSLEY PLACE
Newburgh. N.Y. 12550

Circle Item 52 on Tech Data Card

Light is a dynamic fact of life. Cen-
tury handles light with the concepts
and technologies of our space age...

to meet new

3486FRESNELITEc spotlight

2000 w- one million beam

4452 LEKOLITE® follow spot

The newness of Century products
stands on Century's advanced think-
ing-on new design concepts which
result in new standards of excellence.
 This is why, when it comes to light-
ing and light control, Century is al-
ways a step ahead.

CENTURY
LIGHTING

I Om A
LIC,ING CORPORA, iON Of Muf...

3 ENTIN ROAD, CLIFTON!, N.J. 07014
5432 W. 102 ST., LOS ANGELES, CAL.
P. 0. BOX 185, REXDALE, ONTARIO
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Your old QRK

TURNTABLE

is worth $5000

against the purchase

of a new QRK-12C,

12" Custom Turntable

contact your local QRK
distributor, your CCA
representative, or the

QRK Plant

10C)ELECTRONIC
( PRODUCTS

1568 N. SIERRA VISTA
FRESNO, CALIFORNIA

A SUBSIDIARY OF
CCA ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

I

LISTENING
The Euphonics MiniconicR phono
system represents the ultimate in
modern high-fidelity technology.

TOTAL CARTRIDGE RESPONSE
DC to 30 KHz. Acclaimed by Recording and
Broadcast Engineers.

SEMICONDUCTOR ELEMENT
10,000 times the energy output of magnetic
cartridges. Matches all amplifier inputs.

LOWEST EFFECTIVE TIP MASS AND
COMPLIANCE
Unequalled tracking ability at high and low
frequencies.

The amazing Euphonics Miniconic is
truly a unique and rewarding auditory
experience.
At better dealers everywhere, or write
for name of nearest Euphanics repre-
sentative.

pCYCJR,NTS
Cuphonics DEPT. 28

change be in one -document form.
They may not incorporate past con-
tracts by reference but must be
complete, although subsequent ones
may simply renew, extend or
change contracts filed after the rule
change.

Broadcaster comments in 1962
opposed the rule proposal. In an
order released last September 20,
the Commission again invited com-
ments. Again networks and broad-
casters opposed the idea, except for
Mutual Broadcasting System Inc.,
which said that the Public Informa-
tion Amendments to the Adminis-
trative Procedure Act left the Com-
mission no choice but to permit
public inspection.

The Commission's original notice
of proposed rule making referred to
recommendations by Congressional
committees and by the Commission
Network Study Staff in a 1957 re-
port. Reviving the proposal last
September, the Commission noted
that since initiating the proceeding
it had revised its rules in line with
the 1966 Public Information law.
These rules require disclosure un-
less non -disclosure can be justified.
In its new report the Commission
noted, "In 1967 when the Com-
mission's rules were amended to re-
flect the new policies . . . for the
first time since 1948 network affili-
ation contracts were not specifically
exempted from disclosure."

Discussing the response to its no-
tice, the Commission said, "Most
of the commenters say that to re-
quire public disclosure of affiliation
contracts-particularly network
rates-will result in 'competitive in-
jury' to licensee -affiliates without
any compensating benefit to the
public; that in the commercial com-
munity such information is nor-

mally handled as confidential and
restricted and that 'there is no rea-
son for treating such information
differently in broadcasting.' They
appear to argue that the same tests
should be applied ipso facto to the
retention and disclosure of infor-
mation in the field of broadcasting
as in ordinary commercial enter-
prise. This line of argument, of
course, is wide of the mark and
overlooks the unique nature of
broadcasting.

"It is true that business aspects
of broadcasting, including rates, are
established by private initiative and
regulated by the interplay of com-
petitive forces rather than by gov-
ernmental fiat. It is equally true,
however, that simply to be an ade-
quate commercial competitor does
not discharge a broadcaster's re-
sponsibility as a licensee of this
Commission under the Communi-
cations Act. The differences be-
tween a broadcaster and an ordi-
nary commercial entrepreneur stem
from the terms of this license and
the nature of his calling."

The Commission saw no prob-
ability that making affiliation con-
tracts public would "unduly dam-
age networks and licensees in their
legitimate competitive contest."
Answering challenges to its au-

thority to make the rule, the Com-
mission said, "We are fully author-
ized by the Communications Act to
require disclosure of these contracts
upon our finding the public interest
in broadcasting so requires."

NEED A 10 CHANNEL

STEREO CONSOLE WITH
ALTEC POTS AND AMPS?

CONTACT CCA

CCA1
CCA ELECTRONICS CORP
GLOUCESTER CITY. N J

,609,156 1716

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!
WE'RE GROWING!

WE'VE MOVED
New Plant!

New Address!
New Phone!

Professional Head Replacements for Ampex, Matnecord
Write for details

MINNEAPOLIS MAGNETICS, INC.
8125 Pleasant Avenue, South Minneapolis, Minnesota 55420

(612) 884-7393
202 PARK ST., MIAMI SPRINGS, FLA. 33166
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AUTOMATION
PLANNING KIT

YOU PLAN YOUR OWN

SYSTEM

CONTROL UNIT WITH 25Hz

SENSING AND SILENCE
BACKUP READY TO HOOK-

UP

MONO $2250

STEREO $2750

COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

701 S. Tenth Street
TAFT, CALIFORNIA 93268
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WILKINSON
Portable Solid -State

4N1

1. FIELD INTENSITY METER
2. NULL DETECTOR
3. STANDARD SIGNAL GENERATOR
4. AM MONITOR RECEIVER

SUPERIOR BECAUSE THE 4 N 1

Measures field intensity with superior
accuracy and reduces measurement time.
 Requires only a bridge for easy RF imped-
ance measurements.  Powered by recharge-
able batteries and self -lighted for nighttime
measurements.  Easier to carry and operate.

FOR COMPLETE DETAILS WRITE:

M MOO
ELECTRONICS, INC.

1937 MacDADE BLVD.  WOODLTN, PP. 19094
 TELEPHONE (215) 8745236 874-5237 

KOMU-TV Plant

Saved From Total

Disaster By Staff

At 8:42 p.m., March 11, a three -
alarm fire erupted at KOMU-TV,
six miles south of Columbia, Mo.
Soon after 6:30 p.m., March 13,
KOMU was broadcasting again. In
less than 48 hours, cleanup crews
and station personnel had recovered
from potential disaster and had put
Channel 8 on the air again.

Though operating on only 50,000
watts (one -fifth normal power), it

is amazing that KOMU is operating
at all. "It's a miracle the building
is standing," assistant volunteer fire
chief, Patrick Barnes, said the day
after the fire. "It was really burning
when we got there."

Part of the success in saving the
building was the volunteer fire de-
partment's quick response to the fire
call. A station employee phoned in
the alarm at 8:42 p.m., and within
eight minutes, 30 men and three
trucks were at the scene. Three
more trucks and more volunteers
arrived minutes later. Firemen
brought the blaze under control by
about 10:30 p.m., and a small flare-
up early the next morning was
doused quickly.

The fire broke out in the fan
room in the north corner of the
building. The cooling fans quickly
forced smoke and flames into the
adjacent transmitter room, and air
conditioning and heating units car-
ried smoke through ducts into the
entire building. Two main ducts go
directly through the room where the
fire started. Soon after the fire broke
out, ceiling insulation caught, and
flames began eating at the roof,

eventually spreading across it. Sta-
tion engineer, William J. Reagan,
said, "I was really surprised when
I learned the ceiling insulation was
burning. We've got a steel roof and
12 -inch Hadite walls. I thought the
place was fireproof. Now I know
better."

The cause of the fire still is un-
determined. Investigators from the
station's insurance company, county
sheriff's office, city police, High-
way Patrol and University of Mis-
souri (owner of the station) are
probing for the cause. "There was

(Continued on page 78)

ModelCBG-1

COLORED/BLACK BURST

GENERATOR

Provides Black Burst or Colored
Screen
Full 360° Subcarrier Accommodation

 Two Outputs
 Only 13/4" High

The CBG-1 Colored/Black Burst Gen-
erator lets you go to red, green, blue
or any other hue by generating a

synthetic color video signal. A single
control knob permits selection of black
burst or variable hue screen. The
CBG-1 provides adjustable burst, sync,
minimum blanking, luminance, chro-
minance and hue, and allows the color
signal to be used as background for
other material. With all front panel
controls and monitors, the CBG-1 fea-
tures full 360° subcarrier phase shift
and two 75 -ohm outputs within its
compact 13/4" high configuration.

APPLIED ELECTRO
MECHANICS, IINC.
2350 Duke Street
Alexandria, Virginia 22314
Phone: (703) 548-2166
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CA !'

tra ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
GLOUCESTER CITY., NEW JERSEY
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PRODUCTS
FRESNO, CALIF.
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CCA.
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3211111 EXCHANGE

Since KAPS is located in a
smaller market, we have trouble
getting adequate service from some
of the major record distributors. So,
if a particular record becomes
scratched or damaged beyond rea-
sonable usefulness, we're almost
out of luck.

The problem forms, then, that we
must take measures to insure max-
imum life from the records we do
receive. The answer, elementary as
it may seem, lies within the hands
of the capable engineer. A thorough
inspection of each turntable, particu-
larly tone arm and cartridge com-
bination, may reveal hidden clues
for any radio station in the same
dilemma. A few illustrations show
the proper ideals in any turntable
installation.

Illustration number one takes in
the method of determining the
pivot -to -spindle distance. This can

SPOTMASTER
RS -25

Tape

Cartridge
Racks

RM 100

. from
industry's
most comprehensive
line of cartridge tape equipment.

Enjoy finger-tip convenience
with RM-100 wall -mount wood
racks. Store 100 cartridges in
minimum space (modular con-
struction permits table -top
mounting as well) ; $45.00 per
rack. SPOTMASTER Lazy
Susan revolving cartridge wire
rack holds 200 cartridges. Price
$145.50. Extra rack sections
available at $12.50.
Write or wire for complete details.

111

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, INC.
8800 Brookville Road

Silver Spring, Maryland

be done with the tone arm mount-
ing template supplied with the tone
arm. However, with some turnta-
bles, getting this template to remain
in a perfectly straight, horizontal
position is difficult. So, the engi-
neer should measure (and correct,
if necessary) this distance. This
measurement is most important, as
the tracking error is affected. A
simple check for proper installation
can be made by punching a hole
the size of the turntable spindle,
and extending its diameter on one
side about four inches, drawing per-
pendicular lines about every half -
inch.

Place the stylus of the turntable
on the diameter approximately two
inches from the center of the spin-
dle hole. If the tone is mounted
properly, the perpendicular lines of
the diameter will be parallel to the
tone arm and cartridge.

Other important considerations
include the arm remaining parallel
to the turntable surface in all hori-
zontal planes. This is shown in Fig-
ure number two. In a model such
as a QRK, one should determine

what his particular station plays the
most-since 45's and 33's each sit
at different heights on the turntable.
Naturally, the base of the tone arm
would be set accordingly (as shown
in Figure 2b).

The cartridge mounting should
also be checked to see that it sits in
the arm according to the manufac-
turer. Always be sure to follow the
instructions in setting the tracking
pressure.

In tone arms that utilize viscous
damping, the viscous fluid is of ex-
treme importance-there is no sub-
stitute. If there's any doubt, it's
a good idea to write the manufac-
turer of the tone arm for some fluid;
it's very inexpensive. Proper adjust-
ment will also aid in tracking dis-
torted or "warped" records.

With properly installed tone
arms, a radio station can avoid the
problem of scratchy or skipping
records. It really is worth the ef-
fort.

David P. Hebert
Chief Engineer, KAPS
Mount Vernon, Washington

Ed. Note: Got any tips you think
would help solve other nagging
problems? Any worthy shortcuts?
A better electronic mouse trap?
Send your tips to The Editor,
Broadcast Engineering, 1014 Wyan-
dotte, Kansas City, Mo., 64105.

MEASURE THIS DISTANCE

TURNTABLE

SPINDLE

- PIVOT

FIGURE NUMBER ONE (ABOVE)

PIVOT MUST BE IN VERTICAL
POSITION (ALL PLANES)

FIGURE NUMBER TWO (BELOW)

TURNTABLE

(a l

ARM

(b)
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OVERSIZED 5/32" HOLE DRILLED

IN BRASS CENTER PIN

(NOTE: CLAMP PIN-NOT CASE
IN VISE WHEN DRILLING)

CARTRIDGE
LID

Here's a little trick we found
seems to work out pretty well for
salvaging those many cartridge lids
with the screw hole broken out.

One of the most common prob-
lems encountered with tape cart-
ridges is the tendency for the screw
hole in the lid to tear out, making
it impossible to hold the lid on the
case. Our earlier efforts used Scotch
tape around the cartridge, but with
the arrival of our 55 cartridge
player, we soon found another an-
swer necessary, since the tape
gummed up the tape -handling
mechanism.

We finally settled on the follow-
ing approach: We first drill out the
hole in the lid to about 7/16 to
1/2 inch. This clears away the ori-
ginal spacing boss. We ordered
some clear acrylite plates 3/4 by 3/4
by 1/16 inch. These are then ce-
mented to the underside of the hole
wtih Ethylene Dichloride Plastic ce-
ment (which attacks both the Sty-
rene of the Cartridge, and the Acry-
lite plates). When it has set solidly,
we have only to drill and counter-
sink a new bolt hole.

To simplify the hole location, we
made up a drilling jig from the bot-
tom half of a cartridge which had
run afoul of the cartridge chewing
habits of the above noted 55 player.
We drilled a slightly oversized hole
(5/32 in dia.) down through the
brass center pin in the case, using
the original threaded hole in the
pin as a guide.

When we place this jig on a lid,
we then drill up through the bottom
of both, assuring proper location

DRILLING JIG
(BACK HALF OF BROKEN

CARTRIDGE CASE)

314" X 3i4" x
CLEAR ACRYLIC

PLATE

-THOLE ENLARGED TO 7/16"
TO CLEAR AWAY ALL MATERIAL

FROM ORIGINAL BOSS

of the bolt hole. Counter sinking
the hole from the top side com-
pletes the job. The 1/16th thick-
ness of the plate varies a bit from
sheet to sheet. You might have to
handpick plates of the right thick-
ness. Normal variation seems to be
about ±20 thousandths of an inch.
A light wash coat of the area with
Ethylene Dichloride removes the
rough edges, and when dry, the lid
is as good as new.

Both the Acrylite and Ethylene
Dichloride are available from: Mc-
Clarin Plastics, Inc. P.O. Box 168,
Hanover, Penna. 17331. They were
quite helpful not only in supplying
the material, but in locating an ap-
propriate solvent.

Our batch of plates cost some-
thing like $15.00 for almost 400
pieces, including cutting costs. Con-
sidering that a new cartridge runs
about $2.50 to $3.00 each, if a sta-
tion can repair about a half dozen
lids, thereby restoring instead of
rebuying, they're ahead of the
game. So far, I can't find anyone
who wants to sell replacement cart-
ridge parts-lids, cases, etc. About
the only thing they do want to ped-
dle are pressure pads, and I sus-
pect only because some important
improvements have been made
since the outset, thereby rendering
the old style obsolete to even the
most stubborn manufacturer. Any-
way, it's working for us-hope it
helps elsewhere.

George Jennings
Chief Engineer, WCMB
Harrisburg, Pa.

u "atts
fAudio IN ONE

COMPLETE PACKAGE!

$39"
Model

AA -800

SELF CONTAINED
POWER SUPPLY!

THICK FILM CIRCUITRY!!

IDEAL FOR:

 Studio Monitors
 General Purpose

Power Amplifier
 P. A. Systems
 Line Amplifiers

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Circuit: Thick Film Solid State, Silicon
Supply

Input Impedance: 18,000 Ohms Nominal
Input Voltage: 300 MV for 12 Watts

Output
Output: 4-16 Ohms (Output

Transformerless)
Frequency Response:

-± 2db, 20-20,000 Hz at 12 Watts
1db, 30-18,000 Hz at 12 Watts

Power Output: 12 Watts Steady State,
4 Ohm Load

Harmonic Distortion: Less than 1%, 1 KHz

Power Supply: 110 VAC, 60 Watts
Size: 91/2" Long, 4" Wide, 21/4" High
Weight: 3 lbs. 4 oz.

wimmimmimmoimmisommmmlmos
tr7,11 ROUND HILL ASSOCIATES, INC.

I NM 325 Hudson Street, New York N.Y.10013

I

Ej Please send me AA -800 @
$39.95

111 My check for is enclosed.
(Include 754 postage per unit.)

;11 Please send C.O.D. BE -5

 Please send, at no cost, specifications
and prices on your complete line of
Solid State Amplifiers, Power Supplies,
Oscillators and RF Boards.

Name

Address

I City
II state

OM
Zip
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IMPROVED
PERFORMANCE!

NORTRONICS
ANNOUNCES

THE 9000 SERIES
TAPE HEADS

FOR
PROFESSIONAL

and STUDIO
EQUIPMENT

UNEXCELLED PERFORMANCE IN
AMPEX, SCULLY AND OTHER
PROFESSIONAL RECORDERS
 Extremely smooth response from

20 Hz to 20 KHz.
 Extra wide pole faces for minimum

low frequency contour effects.
 Hi -Q, low loss core structures.
 Extra deep deposited quartz gaps

for sharp, clean edge definition.
 Full gap depth for maximum wear

life.
 All metal hyperbolic face for re-

duced oxide loading and intimate
tape contact.

 Gap Colinearity -Precise Gap
Alignment For Both Azimuth and
Phase on Multi -Track Heads, either
4 -Channel or 8 -Channel.

MORE CONVENIENT THAN
FACTORY REPLACEMENT
 Available locally, from your

distributor.
 Replace heads in the field, mini-

mum down time. Plug-in simplicity.
No need for a spare nest.

 Wide choice of Record, Play, and
Erase Heads, for 1/4 inch, 1/2 inch,
and 1 inch tape, in a variety of
track styles.

 Full details in Nortronics Bulletin
7295A, available free on request.

Nitromes"
COMPANY, INC.
8101 Tenth Avenue North

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55427
Phone: (612) 545.0401

Circle Item 49 on Tech Data Card

(Continued from page 75)

no apparent ignition source,"
Barnes said. "There were no elec-
tric lines nor flammable liquids at
the point of origin"-apparently a
pile of papers in one corner of the
fan room.

As the fire spread, electric cir-
cuits shorted and chemicals ex-
ploded, compounding the problems
firemen faced. Immediately after re-
ceiving the alarm, Barnes called the
Boone County Rural Electric Co-
operative to cut power to the build-
ing. The electric company, escorted
by sheriff's cars, arrived about 20
minutes after firemen. During the
interim, firemen fought the blaze
with water. Two firemen who are
licensed engineers entered the build-
ing "super -charged with electricity"
to throw as many circuit breakers
as possible before all power was
cut. Complicating the situation fur-
ther was the toxic atmosphere cre-
ated by gases given off by burning
chemicals. Firemen were forced to
use self-contained breathing appa-
ratus. "It was one hell of a hot,
dirty fire," said Dave McConnell,
fireman, licensed engineer and
former KOMU employee, who was
instrumental in initial fire -fighting
efforts.

Except for minor injuries from
dripping tar and broken glass, only
one fireman was injured when he
suffered a severe electric shock, but
he was back on the job minutes
later. Barnes said the volunteers
sensed the importance of their job
to put out a fire threatening to de-
stroy a public service outlet. "All
the fellows had that uppermost in
their minds."

Another major factor in saving
KOMU was the station staff's re-
sponse. "They acted like sane in-
dividuals and did a heck of a good
job," Barnes commented. After re-
porting the fire, personnel left the
building quickly, taking as much
equipment as they could carry. On
the way out, they threw as many
circuit breakers as possible and

NEED A 10 CHANNEL
STEREO CONSOLE WITH
ALTEC POTS AND AMPS?

CONTACT CCA

CCA

(WE
MAKE
THEM)

CCP, ELECTRONICS CORP
(.1Ml10ESTER CITY N /

605, 456 1716

THE MODEL 1036-
10 Watt Monitor Amplifier

THE "NOTHING TO ADD" MONITOR AMP.

 Operates directly with imput levels of
- 36 dBm to + 40 dBm, no external pads
required

 Balanced and electrostatically shielded
imput, no external transformers required

 Completely self contained, no external
power supply required

 Short circuit protected

 The Model 4036 Rack Shelf will accom-
modate four of these amplifiers in 31/2
rack space

MCOMREX
P. 0. Box 51, West Concord, Massachusetts 01781
Area Code 617 369.6685

Circle Item 50 on Tech Data Card

SPOTMASTER
Tape Cartridge

Winder

The new Model
TP-1A e a rugged, dependable and
field tested unit. It is easy to operate
and fills a need in every station using
cartridge equipment. Will handle all
reel sizes. High speed winding at
221 per second. Worn tape in old
cartridges is easy to replace. New or
old cartridges may be wound to any
length. Tape Timer with minute and
second calibration optional and
extra. Installed on winder or avail-
able as accessory. TP-IA is $99.5Q
with Tape Timer $124.50.
Write or wire for complete details.

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, INC.
8800 Brookville Road

Silver Spring, Maryland
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closed the doors behind them. When
trucks arrived, the staff had placed
a marker on the highway to indi-
cate the driveway, and one person
with a flashlight pointed out the
hydrant. The staff is composed of
full-time professionals and students
at the University of Missouri School
of Journalism. The station serves as
a laboratory for broadcast majors.

Most of the actual fire damage
was confined to the fan room,
where about $50,000 in spare parts
was lost. The building and equip-
ment suffered from smoke and
water damage, but spare parts ac-
cumulated for it since the station

opened in 1953 were destroyed. En-
gineers had to disassemble and dry
out the transmitter parts and then
reassemble it for testing, replacing
ruined parts with others borrowed
from major electrical outlets. Their
main concern was getting the driver
working.

Because the transmitter is being
repaired in a step-by-step process,
service may be interrupted occas-
sionally, as was the case March 14,
when a short circuit curtailed broad-
casting throughout the evening. A
KOMU spokesman said such inter-
ruptions will be likely for the next
few weeks.

Philips Broadcast Equip. Corp.

RCA Communications Electronic
Systems

Riker Video Industries
Round Hill Associates
Rupert Neve & Co., Ltd.

54-55

56-57
Cover 2
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40 DONT BET YOUR LICENSE ON OLD MONITORS

PASS FOR SURE '4WITH WILKINSON
SOLID STATE AM FREQUENCY AND MODULATION MONITORS

"0,01 0111,11,11 MIIIT.I.111111111.

11111 111111
*

TAMM-1A MODULATION MONITOR FCC APPROVAL 3-156

Uses 5-1/4" Rack Space. Wgt. 11 lbs. RF Range .1-30MHZ
Measures Pos or Neg Peaks  Equally precise remote or local
Built-in demodulator provides two audio outputs  Audio
Response 30FIZ-45KHZ Y2db.  Distortion .25%

TAMF FREQUENCY MONITOR FCC APPROVAL 3-158

Uses 5-1/4" Rack Space * Requires only 15 watts
Calibrates and tests itself  Instant operation Approved

for modulated RF input and remote use Engineered for

digital read -out adaptation

r -v rr

ELECTRONICS, INC.

NEW AS TOMORROW - SURE AS TODAY

1937 MacDADE BLVD.  WOODLYN, PA. 19094

TELEPHONE (215) 874-5236

Circle Item 51 on Tech Data Card
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Professional Services

=MI MEM =la 11 MN

FRANK A. ZOELLER

TELEVISION SYSTEMS
CONSULTANT

20 Years Experience

Box 366  San Carlos, Cal. 94070
(4151 593-1751

VIR JAMES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Applications and Field Engineering

345 Colorado Blvd.
Phone: (Area Code 303) 333-5562

DENVER, COLORADO 80206
Member AFCCE

TWX 910-931-0514

CAM BRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY

MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM -FM -TV

445 Concord Ave. Phone 876-2810
Cambridge. Mass. 02138

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, D.C.

Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

JOHN H. MULLANEY
and ASSOCIATES

Suite 71,
1150 Connecticut Ave., N.W.

Washington, D. C. 20036
Phone 202-223-1180

Member AFCCE

ROSNER TELEVISION
SYSTEMS

ENGINEERS - CONTRACTORS
29 South Mall

Plainview, N.Y. 11803
(516) 694-1903

Classified
!MI

Advertising rates in Classified Section are
154 per word, each insertion, and must be ac-
companied by cash to insure publication.

Each initial or abbreviation counts a full
word. Cpper case words, 300 each.

Minimum classified charge, $2.00.
For ads on which replies are sent to us for

forwarding, there is an additional charge of
$2.00 to cover department number, etc., which
is printed in advertising copy, and processing
of replies.

Classified columns are not open to adver-
tising of any products regularly produced by
manufacturers unless used and no longer
owned by the manufacturer or a distributor.

Help Wanted

COMMUNICATION
PRODUCT DIRECTOR

Are you the experienced administrator
we are seeking to guide our company's
well -established communication product
line; to plan and direct future expansion
into related fields of your selection? Our
outstanding engineering staff is standing
by to accept your direction for product
design and development. This completely
autonomous key executive will report to
our vice -president -marketing. We invite
your reply, which will be held in com-
plete confidence. Please contact: C D.
Haverty. (402) 342-2753.

McMartin Industries, Inc.
3104 Farnam Street

Omaha, Nebraska 68131

Engineer to aid chief engineer in mainte-
nance and operation of full -color produc-
tion studio nearing completion and exist-
ing monochrome studios. New studio will
feature Ampex high -band video-tape and
General Electric color cameras. Color ex-
perience desirable. Salary commensurate
with experience. Position open July 1,
Send full resume to: Mr. Charles Ander-
son. Operations Manager, Western Ken-
tucky University, Educational Television
Dept. Bowling Green. Kentucky 42101.

4-69-2t

Available July, 1969. Openings for TV En-
gineers and TV Technicians, Duties in-
clude installing and operating color and
black and white TV systems. Salary com-
mensurate with experience. Send resume
to Ronald Lask. Chief Broadcasting En-
gineer, University of Ill. Medical Center,
P. 0. Box 6998, Chicago, Illinois 60680.

3-69-3t

Job Headquarters for all Radio and Tele-
vision Engineers. Immediate openings ex-
ist in 9 western states and elsewhere for
qualified engineer and technical person-
nel. All categories from trainees to ex-
perienced transmitter maintenance. chief,
assistant chief, live color video mainte-
nance and technical operations. Send us
your complete resume now. The AMPS
Agency, 3924 Wilshire Blvd., Los Ange-
les, California 90005. Telephone DU 8-
3116. By Broadcasters -For Broadcasters

11-66-tf

Technical man with first phone capable
of working with Chief Engineer and in
production Send full resume to: Dr. Fred
Haas. Coordinator of ETV. Western Ken-
tucky University, Bowling Green. Ken-
tucky, 42101. 4-69-2t

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS: Qualify for any
of the following positions: RCA CCTV
Equipment, monochrome or color, TV
Systems Engineers - Maintenance Techni
cians - Video Engineers - to work in either
New York, New Jersey or California area.
Write: RCA Rep., 1559 Jericho Tpke., New
Hyde Park, New York 11040. tf

FIELD SALES ENGINEERS -Ward Elec-
tronic Industries. one of the fastest grow-
ing Broadcast Equipment Manufacturers
has openings for experienced Broadcast
men. Excellent opportunities and compen-
sation. Call or write: (201)382-3770. 142
Central Ave., Clark, N.J. 07066. 5-69-1t

Equipment for Sale

AM or FM Audio P.OP, form kit $1.50
postpaid. Broadcast Service Co., Box 2605,
Corpus Christi, Tex. 78403. 2-69-tf

CoAx TRANSFER SWITCHES -3,,i" An-
drews 6720 50 ohm -Unused. $500.00 each.
Sierra -Western Elect, Co., Oakland, Cal.
94607. Phone 415-832-3527. 3-69-tf

CRYSTAL AND MONITOR SERVICE:
Crystal service with us is usually a matter
of hours, not weeks! Repair or replace-
ment of oven type broadcast crystals at
reasonable prices, most all makes. Also
repair or frequency change of AM fre-
quency monitors and H -P FM monitors -
inquire. Many years experience. Call
or write: Edison Electronic Co.. Box 136,
Temple, Texas, Phone (817) 773-3901

3 -69 -ECM

Surplus audio and video patch panels and
patch cords 500 to 500 ohm repeat coils
flat to 20.000 cycles. Send for list. Gulf
Electro-Sales. Inc., 6325 Beverly Hill.
Houston. Texas 77027. 4-69-12t

RCA BTA-250M 250 watt AM xmtr pres-
ently 1240kc. Excellent condition. Make
offer. KBLL Helena Montana. 5-69-1t

FOR SALE: Generator, 440 volt. 3 phase
60 cps diesel generator, 30 KW, 1200 rpm,
International engine. 120-220 volt single
phase 60 cps 6.5 KVA on trailer, just re-
built full instruments. $480 Gas engine.
R. M. Ellis. Chief engineer, KHBV-TV,
Channel 5, Henderson, Nevada. 5-69-1t

CAPSTAN motor, Bodine NCH 34 (Higher
torque version of NCH 33), excellent
condition, 7.5/15 ips; $60. Simpson 142
VU meters, one B. two A scale; $15 each,
(213) 336 1428. 5-69-1t

1. AMPEX 300-1 in mint condition
$1850.00 ( " Full Track). 2. AMPEX
601 -very good condition $300.00 (Full
Track), 3. AMPEX 600 -very good con-
dition $300.00 (1:2 Track). 4. VICON
MARK II HIGH RESOLUTION TV CAM-
ERA in very good condition, (brand new
Vidicon). only $750.00. Call after 5:30
p.m.: 415-738-3129. 4 -69 -It

Training

To advance in electronics, knowledge and
ability are required. Grantham offers
correspondence and resident instruction,
in depth, leading to the degree of Asso-
ciate in Science in Electronics Engineer-
ing. G. I. Bill approved. Credit for pre-
vious training and experience allowed.
Free Catalog. Write: Dept. E-2, Grantham
School of Electronics, 1505 N. Western
Ave., Hollywood, California. 90027. 6-67-tf

First phone through tape recorded lessons
at home plus one week personal instruc-
tion in Washington. DC, Atlanta. Boston,
Detroit. New Orleans. Minneapolis. Se-attle, Denver. Portland, Los Angeles.
Proven results. Our 17th year teaching
FCC license courses. Bob Johnson Radio
License Preparation, 1060D Duncan, Man-
hattan Beach, Calif. 90266. Phone 213-
379-4461. 1-69-tf

GET
COMPLETE

DETAILS
about the products

advertised or described
in this issue.

Use Free Inquiry Card.
Be sure to include your

name and address
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INTERNATIONAL
NUCLEAR -sok 4-0*

CORPORATION OFFICE AND PLANT

Transistorizing theTelevision Industry...
In an industry where growth is an everyday fact of life, the International Nuclear
Corporaticn has grown tremendously dUring its few years of existence ...
in the number of products created ... in the number of companies served ... in
the accep-.ance of these products by the most exacting electronic engineers ...
and, of course, in our physical Plant. These are the products we make ...

-e%, Video/ Pulse Distribution Amplifier

High Gain Video Amplifier

-E=k Transistorized Clamping Video Amplifier

Clamping/Equalizing Video Amplifier

-ea. Color Black Burst Generator

Balanced/Unbalanced Video/Pulse
Distribution Amplifier

Raymond L. Weiland
PRESIDENT

-0b, Transistorized Burst Phase Corrector

-Fl Transistorized Video Modulator

-0, Stabilizing Amplifier

-E* Reed Switching Systems

-Ex Mixer Amplifier

-49* Sync Comparator

-ek Transistorized Camera Amplifier

INTERNATIONAL

NUCLEAR CORP.

-0. Color Camera Amplifier

-0. Transistorized Audio Program Amplifier

,4s:3* Transistorized Audio Monitor Amplifier

-0 Signal Inverting Amplifier

Noise Source Locator

INTERNATIONAL NUCLEAR CORPORATION 608 NORRIS AVENUE NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE 37204 615 - 254-3365
New catalog sent on request.
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Telemet's Chroma Keyer
gives you a clean, fine
edge picture every time

The solid State Telemet
Chroma Keyer Model
3604 -Al permits the use of
color signals for producing
reliable video insert keying
in conjunction with special
effects equipment.
Primarily, the Model 3604 -Al
color keys for color video.
The Chroma Keyer
combines red, green and
blue camera signals to form
a single keying signal. This
keying signal is based on
differences in hue and
saturation rather than on

differences in luminance. It
is a simple matter to select
a background color that is
not contained in the subject.
The Chroma Keyer provides
maximum separation
between the background
color and all other colors.
The result in the special
effects amplifier is that the
subject or insert is cleanly
keyed in.
In addition, Telemet's

Chroma Keyer also can be
used for color keying for
monochrome video, and
monochrome keying. Look
sharp ... be sharp ...get in
touch with Telemet today.

1 EL 1
a division of GEOTEL, INC.
185 Dixon Ave.. Amityville. N.Y. 11701
Tel. (516) 541-3600

Better Ideas
for the Broadcast Industry

The Clean Scene

merummee====._
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